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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

Fletcher Residential Limited (“Fletcher”) is requesting the Council to undertake a plan change
of the Three Kings Precinct provisions within the Auckland Operative Unitary Plan (Operative in
Part) (referred to in this report as the “Unitary Plan”).

1.2

The South Epsom Planning Group and Three Kings United (referred to in this report as “the
Societies”) are supporting this Fletcher request for a plan change.

1.3

Fletcher is requesting the Council adopt this plan change. The Societies are supporting this
request.

1.4

This report has been commissioned by Fletcher to outline the proposed changes to the plan
and the rationale for those changes, including how those changes meet the statutory tests of
section 32 of the Resource Management Act (RMA).

1.5

The Societies have given their written approval to and fully support all the requested changes
to the plan as set out in this report. The Societies may or may not support the rationale for the
changes as advanced in this report.

1.6

The plan change requested by Fletcher and supported by the Societies is set out in Appendix A.
Each of the maps and diagrams is accompanied by a schedule highlighting the differences. This
schedule is found at the end of Attachment A. Changes to the text are shown in a marked-up
version with new words shown in red writing and deleted words shown in red writing with a
strikeout through that text. For completeness, the entire precinct provisions are shown as
requested. However, the plan change itself is only that text shown in red and those changes to
the maps and diagrams highlighted in the schedule.

1.7

The changes and the rationale for those changes is set out in this report.

1.8

The core planning outcomes for the precinct have already been determined through an
extensive planning process. Those matters remained unchanged. What this plan change does
is promote a number of enhancements to the provisions which, in the opinion of Fletcher and
the Societies, will improve the planning outcomes for the precinct.
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1.9

The context and history of the development of Three Kings is set out in section 2 of this report.
Essentially the Three Kings Precinct is intended to enable and manage development of former
quarry lands at Three Kings. The precinct essentially covers 21ha of land of which Fletcher owns
approximately 15ha. The Crown and Council own the remaining 6ha, all of which is administered
by Auckland Council. The Council administered land is all held under the Reserves Act.

1.10

The intention of the precinct provisions is to provide an integrated comprehensive urban
community as part of the redevelopment at Three Kings. It involves a land exchange between
the Council and Fletcher to create a significantly enhanced network of open space including a
significant area of sportsfields.

1.11

The majority of the developable land is zoned Terrace House and Apartment Building with a
small area of town centre zoning adjacent to the existing Three Kings town centre. The policies
of the plan is to provide for up to 1,500 dwellings focused on the town centre and along the
major public transport route of Mt Eden Road. More intensive typologies are allowed along the
eastern and southern portions of the precinct with the riu or valley floor ("riu") developed for
terrace housing and low-rise apartments. A description of the precinct and its intention is set
out in section 2 of this report.

1.12

These planning provisions have evolved through, and been informed by, a masterplanning
exercise undertaken by Fletcher, a Three Kings area plan undertaken by the Puketapapa Local
Board, a plan change to the Operative Auckland District Plan: Isthmus Section, land exchange
proceedings under the Reserves Act, an appeal to the Environment Court under the then
Operative Isthmus District Plan, and procedures under the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan.

1.13

Because the Isthmus District Plan plan change (Plan Change 372 or “PC372”) was proceeding
concurrently with the proceedings under the Unitary Plan, the final effective provisions for
Three Kings have been determined through the Unitary Plan process.

1.14

Fletcher and the Societies agree that there are certain elements that were highlighted through
the PC372 Environment Court process and interim decisions that would further enhance and
benefit the precinct and should be included within the Unitary Plan.

1.15

The effect of this requested plan change is to include within the Unitary Plan Three Kings
Precinct certain key additional elements that were identified and agreed through the PC372
process.
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1.16

The detail provisions are set out in section 3 of this report. In summary, the provisions carried
over are:
(a) greater protection of certain volcanic features within the area including:
 new protection to a portion of the lava lake known as the south-eastern bluff;
 new protection to the Barrister Street bluff;
 enhanced protection to the Fyvie Street escarpment;
 enhanced protection to a feature in the north-western corner of the riu;
(b) a more sophisticated control around minimum ground levels including the creation of a
southern terrace intended to reduce the height differential between the riu and the Three
Kings town centre;
(c) to allow for additional height on buildings along Mt Eden Road and parts of Grahame Breed
Drive to recognise corresponding zonal height of adjacent properties and, in the case of the
corner of Grahame Breed Drive and Mt Eden Road, to create a building which responds to
its strategic location adjacent to the town centre and the major public transport route;
(d) to strengthen the height controls on critical buildings along Mt Eden Road and Grahame
Breed Drive by changing some assessment criteria into rules;
(e) developing more targeted planning controls for the whare manaaki (a major cultural base
for mana whenua within the precinct);
(f) setting non-complying activity status for a range of activities which infringe critical activity
or development rules;
(g) a range of other refinements to the plan.

1.17

This report:
(a) outlines the context and history of the Three Kings Precinct;
(b) outlines the proposed new provisions of the plan change;
(c) undertakes an analysis in terms of section 32 of the Resource Management Act;
(d) outlines the consultation undertaken as part of this request;
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(e) explains the basis on which Fletcher is requesting this matter be treated as a public plan
change. The Societies support this request.
1.18

The documents forming part of this request are:
(a) planning report by Tattico (this report);
(b) marked-up requested plan change provisions;
(c) urban design report by Jasmax;
(d) noise and vibration report by Marshall Day Consultants;
(e) stormwater report by Pattle Delamore;
(f) transport report by Beca.

2.0

CONTEXT AND HISTORY OF THE THREE KINGS PRECINCT

2.1

Three Kings is a former quarry in three blocks. The northern 15.2ha is owned by Fletcher
Residential Limited and has been quarried since the 1920s. Formal quarrying has now ceased
and filling of the quarry is well advanced to bring it to a level suitable for future development.

2.2

The southern 3ha is the former Mt Roskill Borough Council quarry. It is Crown owned land
administered by Auckland Council. It is partly used as a carpark and partly as a landfill site for
the disposal of excess parks material. This use has discontinued.

2.3

The western 3ha block is part of the former Mt Roskill Borough Council quarry and is used as a
sportsfield.

2.4

The western block is approximately half owned by Auckland Council and half owned by the
Crown but administered by Auckland Council.

2.5

The southern and western blocks are both held as reserves under the Reserves Act 1977.

2.6

Diagram 1 is an aerial photograph of the subject land.
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Diagram 1: Aerial photograph

2.7

In 2012 the Council and Fletcher agreed to consider an integrated development of the entire
precinct to see if a better outcome could be achieved than Fletcher independently developing
their 15.2ha block.

2.8

The Council, under the sponsorship of the Local Board, undertook an area plan for the Three
Kings vicinity.

2.9

In 2014 Fletcher lodged a private plan change request to the then Operative Auckland District
Plan (Isthmus Section) (Isthmus Plan). This was known as Plan Change 372.

2.10

The Council released its decision on Plan Change 372 in late 2015. That decision was appealed
to the Environment Court by the Societies and others. The Environment Court released an
interim decision in July 2016 and a further interim decision in March 2017.

2.11

These Environment Court decisions agreed that Plan Change 372 should proceed but in a
modified form. That modification particularly related to finished ground levels, protection of
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additional volcanic remnant features, retention of the western field, and increased building
heights along Mt Eden Road and part of Grahame Breed Drive.
2.12

This Section 32 analysis takes account of the Environment Court's July 2016 interim decision on
Plan Change 372. That decision should be read in conjunction with this Section 32 report. The
full reference for this Environment Court decision is South Epsom Planning Group and others v
Auckland Council [2016] NZEnvC 140.

2.13

In 2013 the Council notified the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (PAUP).

2.14

FRL lodged submissions to the PAUP which, at that stage, were essentially consistent with the
PC372 requested plan change.

2.15

The Independent Hearings Panel recommended the creation of the Three Kings Precinct and a
range of provisions applying in the precinct. This was adopted by the Council.

2.16

The Council decision was appealed to both the High Court and Environment Court by the
Societies.

2.17

Also in this process, the Council commenced Reserves Act reserves exchange procedures to
effectively remove Reserves Act status from certain land and apply it to parts of Fletcher's land.
This was to facilitate the land swap.

2.18

Fletcher and the Societies have reached a comprehensive agreement on all aspects to do with
Three Kings. As part of this settlement agreement:
(a) The Societies have withdrawn their High Court and Environment Court appeals to the PAUP
provisions. Consequently, this aspect of the Unitary Plan (AUP) is now effective (the Council
is in the process of finalising the technical resolution to confirm this operative status).
(b) Fletcher with the support of the Societies is requesting the Council to adopt and promote
the plan change set out in this application. This plan change reflects those provisions of
PC372 and the Environment Court decisions which Fletcher and the Societies believe would
enhance the AUP Three Kings Precinct provisions and therefore should be introduced by
way of plan change.
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(c) The plan change will require certain additional resource consents for specific development
of the quarry lands. Fletcher has agreed to undertake these works in accordance with the
planning framework set out within the plan change. The Societies will provide their support
to such applications.
2.19

Diagram 2 below sets out the land exchange which has been signed by Fletcher and the Council.
It shows the land to vest in the Council as reserve, and the land to transfer to Fletcher for
development. The final precise aspects of the land exchange are still being negotiated between
the Council and Fletcher but the diagram effectively shows the land exchange. Any subsequent
modifications will be minor fine tuning of this plan.
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Diagram 2: Land Exchange

2.20

As part of the settlement agreement signed between Fletcher and the Societies, Fletcher is
requesting that the Council retain the block of land on the western playing field, and instead
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exchange the Business 2 zoned depot site. This would be given effect to by a second land
exchange and is still being considered by the Council.
2.21

A key part of the precinct is the provision which enables the development of a whare manaaki.
This is a place for mana whenua to celebrate Te Tatua a Riukiuta, a place for information and
education, and a base for revegetation programmes on the maunga and within the precinct.

2.22

Two alternate locations for the whare manaaki were identified although only one will be
developed. One site is on Fletcher land. The other site is on the western reserve. It is
recognised by Fletcher and mana whenua that if mana whenua with to proceed with the
western reserve site, they will need to negotiate a lease of this land with the Council. This plan
change does not imply that the Council has agreed to any such lease.

2.23

Diagram 3 below is the indicative masterplan which shows the development of the Three Kings
Precinct assuming this plan change is approved and successfully worked through the statutory
process.
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Diagram 3: Indicative Masterplan

2.24

The key principles are the same as PC372 and the AUP. However, it includes critical important
enhancements which will improve the scheme.

2.25

The key elements retained are:
(a) A concentration of high intensity uses along the Mt Eden Road frontage and Grahame Breed
Drive and Grahame Breed Drive Extension frontage. These “cascading apartments” provide
for five and six level development above Mt Eden Road. However, there are also three
levels of apartments below Mt Eden Road. These apartments sleeve a carpark which sits
against the former quarry face and out of site of the public areas within the facility.
(b) The height along Grahame Breed Drive is retained at four storeys except immediately
adjacent to the town centre where the height is proposed at six levels.
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(c) This concentration of development will reinforce the public transport and town centre
objectives of the AUP and Auckland Plan.
(d) The riu or quarry floor is developed for a range of two, three and four level terrace houses
and some garden apartments.
(e) A significant open space network is created with new sportsfields in the southern end of
the precinct adjacent to the existing Three Kings green. The western reserve is kept largely
as open space.
(f) The slopes of the maunga are zoned Open Space and will be landscaped with appropriate
native species.
(g) An extensive walkway and cycleway network is retained.
(h) The stormwater management system is extended and enhanced to provide high amenity
areas integrated within the required stormwater treatment and management areas.
(i) A specific provision enabling a whare manaaki is included. This is a place where mana
whenua can come and recognise and celebrate the maunga of Te Tatua a Riukiuta. It is a
place of information, education and a base for the revegetation programmes that are a
critical part of restoration of the maunga and adjacent land.
2.26

Section 3 sets out a detailed analysis of the changes to the plan and the rationale for these
changes.

3.0

PLAN CHANGE

3.1

The following section sets out the core aspects of the plan change.

3.2

The overall intention of the plan change is to include certain key elements of the Environment
Court interim decisions on Plan Change 372 into the Unitary Plan provisions.

3.3

The thrust of the changes is to raise the finished ground level of the riu, increase the level of
protection for the remnant volcanic features, retain the same level of intensity of development
by providing for greater height along the Mt Eden Road frontage and for one of the buildings
on the Grahame Breed Drive frontage, and implement a range of other enhancements to the
current provisions.
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3.4

Some controls are intended to create greater certainty on the form of the development. In
particular, some provisions which are currently assessment criteria within the Unitary Plan
included as specific rules.

3.5

The package of controls will lead to better planning outcomes and further assist in delivering
the objectives and policies for the precinct.

3.6

The following sections set out the key changes.

3.7

Finished ground levels
Specific finished ground level controls are introduced which:
(a) create the southern terrace with a minimum RL of 67m;
(b) set the minimum average finished level of the sportsfield at RL63;
(c) set the maximum height of the plaza at the top of the stairs at RL77. This ensures that the
separation distance between the plaza and the southern terrace is no more than 10m.

3.8

Remnant volcanic features
Specifically acknowledges the remnant volcanic features being:
 the south-eastern bluff;
 the Barrister bluff;
 the Fyvie escarpment;
 the volcanic feature sin the north-western corner of the riu.
The south-eastern bluff is the critical feature. This is rezoned from THAB to Open Space. It is
also given protection.
The Barrister bluff is also rezoned Open Space.
The protection of the other remnant features is made more explicit.

3.9

Maximum height
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Three main changes are made to the height controls.
(a) The maximum height of buildings along Mt Eden Road and Grahame Breed Drive is set by
an RL. Essentially the Mt Eden Road frontage on three buildings goes from four levels to
five levels, matching the height on the eastern side of Mt Eden Road. The building on the
corner of Mt Eden Road and Grahame Breed Drive goes from four levels to six levels. The
building immediately opposite the town centre on Grahame Breed Drives goes from four
levels to six or seven levels.
(b) The controls affecting the step-back of the Mt Eden Road and Plaza buildings at the top
level, which was previously controlled through assessment criteria, is made a specific rule.
(c) Provision is made for architectural roof forms up to a maximum of 2m above zonal height,
as a restricted discretionary activity.
3.10

Design
A key objective and tenant of the Three Kings Precinct is quality urban design of an intensified
high density residential area. The AUP references the Three Kings Design Guidelines. This
document is actually superseded in the Unitary Plan by the Auckland Design Manual. The
proposed plan change correctly references this document.

3.11

Whare Manaaki
(a) Specific provision is made for a whare manaaki, rather than including this within a general
“education and cultural facilities” definition.
(b) The location for the whare manaaki in the riu is given greater flexibility.
(c) No minimum parking is set for the whare manaaki and a maximum carparking limit of five
is set. This is intended to minimise the amount of parking on open space land.

3.12

Volcanic sightlines
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(a) The origin and destination point on the maunga for volcanic sightlines is tidied up with the
maunga height being RL120 and the origin point being 1.5m above ground level or the
plaza.
(b) A new sightline from the south-eastern bluff is introduced.
3.13

Minimum apartment sizes
(a) For apartment buildings of 20 or more apartments, a minimum average size of 55m² is
introduced.
(b) Up to 30 garage lofts or ‘fonzie’ flats of 30m² or more are enabled.

3.14

Ground Floor Activity
The restriction on residential activity at ground floor on the depot site is removed. This is
because this site is not part of the key retail area and therefore retail may not be a viable activity
in this location. If retail was required it would need to be subsided by the apartment
development, making them more expensive to purchase.
This restriction also facilitates the second land swap of superlot G for the depot site.

3.15

Noise and vibration
The DIN standards for noise and vibration is introduced to control noise and vibration effects
during rehabilitation of the quarry area.

3.16

Non-complying activity
The following activities are all made non-complying activities:
 development which does not comply with the minimum finished ground level; or
 the development of more than 1500 dwellings; or
 development which exceeds the height controls
 development on remnant volcanic features; and
 removal of rock from the precinct.

3.17

Western Reserve
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The plan change records the intention to improve the western reserve, but for it to retain
essentially the same function. Improved connections from west to east are acknowledged.
3.18

Views from the Maunga
Policies and assessment criteria are introduced to ensure quality development when viewed
from Te Tatua a Riukiuta looking down into the precinct. The plan controls building modulation,
appearance, design and landscape treatment.

3.19

Transport
The transport policies are strengthened with specific policy to promote a network of walkways,
cycleways and roads that connect the town centre to the riu and land to the west of the precinct
to the town centre, sportsfields and Mt Eden Road.

3.20

Stormwater
The policies and rules make it explicit (as opposed to an assessment criteria) that all habitable
floors must be above the 100 year ARI event with a half metre freeboard.

4.0

SECTION 32 ANALYSIS

4.1

Section 32 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) sets out the tests the Council must be
satisfied of before it can promote a plan change.

4.2

Section 32(1)-4A states:
32. Requirements for preparing and publishing evaluation reports
(1)

An evaluation report required under this Act must—

(a) examine the extent to which the objectives of the proposal being evaluated are
the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of this Act; and
(b) examine whether the provisions in the proposal are the most appropriate way
to achieve the objectives by—
(i)

identifying other reasonably practicable options for achieving the
objectives; and

(ii)

assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions in achieving
the objectives; and

(iii)

summarising the reasons for deciding on the provisions; and
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(c)

contain a level of detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the
environmental, economic, social, and cultural effects that are anticipated
from the implementation of the proposal.

(2) An assessment under subsection (1)(b)(ii) must—
(a) identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic,
social, and cultural effects that are anticipated from the implementation of the
provisions, including the opportunities for—
(i)

economic growth that are anticipated to be provided or reduced; and

(ii)

employment that are anticipated to be provided or reduced; and

(b) if practicable, quantify the benefits and costs referred to in paragraph (a); and
(c) assess the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient
information about the subject matter of the provisions.
(3) If the proposal (an amending proposal) will amend a standard, statement, national
planning standard, regulation, plan, or change that is already proposed or that
already exists (an existing proposal), the examination under subsection (1)(b) must
relate to—
(a) the provisions and objectives of the amending proposal; and
(b) the objectives of the existing proposal to the extent that those objectives—

(4)

(i)

are relevant to the objectives of the amending proposal; and

(ii)

would remain if the amending proposal were to take effect.

If the proposal will impose a greater or lesser prohibition or restriction on an
activity to which a national environmental standard applies than the existing
prohibitions or restrictions in that standard, the evaluation report must
examine whether the prohibition or restriction is justified in the circumstances
of each region or district in which the prohibition or restriction would have
effect.

(4A) If the proposal is a proposed policy statement, plan, or change prepared in
accordance with any of the processes provided for in Schedule 1, the evaluation
report must—
(a) summarise all advice concerning the proposal received from iwi authorities
under the relevant provisions of Schedule 1; and
(b) summarise the response to the advice, including any provisions of the
proposal that are intended to give effect to the advice.”
4.3

This is a plan change to the existing operative precinct provisions within the Auckland Unitary
Plan. Consequently section 32(3) applies.
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4.4

In the following sections of this report, this assessment examines:
(a) the extent to which the change to the objectives are the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA;
(b) whether the provisions are the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives of the
precinct.

4.5

This analysis is undertaken having regard to alternatives, the efficiency and effectiveness of the
provisions, and the benefit and cost of the environmental, economic, social and cultural effects
that are anticipated by the change.

5.0

ZONING

5.1

Proposed amendment
Plan 1 of the plan change identifies the amendments that are required to the zones underlying
the Three Kings Precinct. The proposed amendments fall into eight categories:
(a) Residential – Terrace Houses and Apartment Buildings zone to Open Space –
Informal Recreation;
(b) Open Space – Informal Recreation to Residential - Terrace Houses and Apartment
Buildings;
(c) Residential – Terrace Houses and Apartment Buildings zone to Open Space – Sport
and Active Recreation;
(d) Residential – Terrace Houses and Apartment Buildings zone to Road;
(e) Open Space – Informal Recreation to Road;
(f) Open Space – Informal Recreation to Open Space – Sport and Active Recreation;
(g) Open Space – Sport and Active Recreation to Open Space – Informal Recreation;
(h) Open Space – Sport and Active Recreation to Residential – Terrace Houses and
Apartment Buildings.
While the above list looks extensive, in actuality, the amendments relate to slivers and small
portions of land rather than widespread areas. The proposed amendments are necessary as
the existing zoning pattern reflects an earlier layout of development as opposed to the layout
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shown in Precinct Plan 1 which is the result of the Environment Court process on PC 372 and
the discussions between the parties.
The effect of the proposed amendments is to ensure that all the development platforms are
zoned Residential – Terrace Houses and Apartment Buildings, the existing legal roads are
unzoned, new roads to be vested are appropriately zoned in the interim, and the open spaces
are zoned according to their future use.
5.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The objectives of the Precinct seek to enable the redevelopment of the former quarry lands for
a comprehensive, higher density residential development. For this to occur in an effective and
efficient manner, it is essential that the right zones are applied to the various areas of the
precinct so that applications for residential uses are considered against residential zoning
provisions and applications for open spaces are considered against open space zone provisions.
If this does not occur, the redevelopment process will be very inefficient as there will be ongoing conflict between the zones applied and the layout of development as set out on Precinct
Plan 1. For example, on the northern side of the playing fields there is a small sliver of land
which is zoned Open Space – Sport and Active Recreation but that Precinct Plan 1 identifies as
a being part of the Riu and intended for residential development. Therefore, an application for
the development of this land would have to seek a non-complying activity consent for a
residential use in an open space zone.
A further factor is that the existing zone plan provides for residential development on land now
intended for use as open space. An example of this is the open space to be applied to the
Grahame Breed Drive exposure on the south-eastern corner of the precinct. If the zoning of
areas such as this is not amended it will potentially allow the land to be used for a purpose
which conflicts with the other provisions in the plan and also gives a false impression to the
wider public.
Overall, amending the zoning pattern is the most appropriate means of achieving the objective
for comprehensive redevelopment as it will ensure that the zones applied match the intended
layout of development (as shown on Precinct Plan 1).

5.3

Options considered
The alternative option considered was to leave the zoning pattern as it currently stands.
However, this is not a viable option as it would be very inefficient. The developer would be
forced to apply for non-complying consents for development which is consistent with Precinct
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Plan 1 and which has been through the Environment Court process and agreed between the
parties, but technically infringed a zoning pattern).
5.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
As identified above, amending the zoning pattern is essential to ensuring that the provisions
are efficient. Otherwise, the developer will be forced to apply for non-complying consents
which will be time and financially expensive and more critically delay the provision of housing
in this strategically important location..

5.5

Benefits and costs
Amending the zoning pattern has significant benefits because it will ensure that the zones
match the intended development as set out on the Precinct Plan. This is beneficial not only for
the developer, but also for the wider public in that it gives a clear and consistent message as
to how the precinct will be developed.
Applying for non-complying consents would be a cumbersome and time expensive process as
there would be on-going uncertainty given that the zoning pattern would differ from the latest
layout of development.

5.6

Risks
There are no risks associated with amending the zone provisions.
There are however risks associated with not amending them. In particular, if the zones are not
amended the development could proceed in a manner which Precinct Plan 1 does not intend,
for example the developer could apply to build residential development on land zoned for that
purpose but which is intended for open space.
A further risk relates to the inefficient nature of having to apply for non-complying consents.
This could slow development and would be contrary to the National Policy Statement on Urban
Development.

5.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The fundamental starting point for all planning provisions is ensuring that the right zone is
applied to the right piece of land. The proposed amendments achieve this by ensuring that the
existing zoning pattern is amended to match the intended layout of development as set out on
Precinct Plan 1.
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These amendments will not only ensure an effective and efficient planning process but will also
ensure that the future development occurs in line with the layout of development determined
through the Environment Court process and agreed between the parties.

6.0

FINISHED GROUND LEVELS

6.1

Proposed amendment
Throughout the development of PC372 and PAUP, the relationship between the finished level
of the former quarry lands or riu was seen as critical.
The AUP sets a minimum finished ground level for residential development sites in the riu of
RL64.
The plan change introduces three other measures:
(a) The minimum average finished level of the playing fields is RL63. This is set as an average
recognising that the sportsfields are always cambered to allow on field drainage.
(b) The southern terrace is set at a minimum finished ground level of RL67.
(c) The plaza level at the top of the stairs is set at a maximum RL of 77.
(d) The maximum RL difference between the southern terrace and the plaza is set at 10m. This
last aspect is somewhat repetitive because the previous two controls require this in any
case. However, because of the criticality of this provision and to ensure no doubt in the
administration of the control, the 10m differential control is included.
The objectives and policies of the AUP require integration between the community living in the
riu and the town centre. The current rule to give effect to this policy is the minimum finished
ground level in the riu for the residential development of RL64.
The purpose of the plan change controls is to more fully address the ground level differential at
the southern end of the block where the residential community would have direct access to the
plaza.
The plan change introduces a more sophisticated mechanism at this part of the development
to better manage this integration.
The Environment Court interim decisions on PC372 determined that the maximum differential
height should be 10m at the plaza level.
The mechanism of the southern terrace was seen as an appropriate way to achieve this.
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6.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The subject rules better achieve the objectives and policies of the plan by:
(a) Creating certainty for landowners and the community as to what this differential height
will be and how it will be managed.
(b) RL77 is effectively at Grahame Breed Drive level which requires the plaza to be at this level.
This enables it to better integrate with the town centre. The spot height is put at the top
of the stairs recognising that, while the public perception will be a flat plaza, for drainage
reasons all outdoor public spaces have a slight gradient.
(c) The urban design analysis indicates that a three storey difference between the plaza and
the southern terrace is a height which enables residential development, reflects the
existing topography and yet still keeps the interconnection between the two facilities.
(d) This plan change assumes a 3.2m floor to floor height on residential development which,
with allowing for the lower floor to be set above the southern terrace for drainage
purposes, gives a 10m differential. That sets the southern terrace at RL67. This also relates
well to the riu height of RL64.

6.3

The options considered
Two other options were considered:
(a) The first was not to set a required RL for the southern terrace.
(b) The second was to set a higher RL.
The issue with not setting an RL for the southern terrace is that it would default to RL64 , the
height elsewhere in the riu. This would leave a 13m differential between the riu and the plaza.
The urban design evidence accepted by the Environment Court under PC372 was that this was
too high a differential. Ten metres was a more acceptable grade difference from a public use
perspective.
The notion of setting a level higher to say RL71 would have created a two storey differential
but would have created a significant differential then between the sportsfield and the southern
terrace. It would also lose a row of apartments at the southern terrace level. Yield and intensity
of development in this key strategic site is an important factor, and hence this option was also
rejected.
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6.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The RL control is effective because it gives a clear precise control based on urban design
principles as to the appropriate height differential between the riu and the plaza. It would be
possible to only rely on assessment criteria. However, the certainty of a fixed RL is seen as a
more effective and efficient means of controlling the height differential, seeing the urban
design element is such a critical component of the Three Kings Precinct.

6.5

Benefits and costs
There is a cost to the development in that raising the southern terrace height does lose a level
of apartments/terrace houses along the southern part of the riu. However, part of the rationale
for the maximum building height increase addressed elsewhere in this report, is to enable the
precinct to continue to deliver the targeted growth.
Where the benefit to the community comes is in a reduced height differential from people
walking from the riu to the southern terrace and then up the stairs to the plaza.

6.6

Risks
There are no risks associated with this control.

6.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The adoption of specified RLs on the sportsfields, southern terrace and stairs is consistent with
the current Unitary Plan approach of setting an RL for the riu.
This is the most effective and efficient technique to deliver the key urban design objective of
establishing an appropriate maximum differential between the town centre and the riu.
The current plan sets the level of the riu at RL64.
The identification of the appropriate RLs for the sportsfields, southern terrace and top of the
plaza steps gives certainty to the community and the landowner over the nature of
development and the connection between the riu and town centre.

7.0

REMNANT VOLCANIC FEATURES

7.1

Proposed amendment
The plan change explicitly recognises four remnant volcanic features of at least local
significance.
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The four features are:
(a) the south-eastern bluff;
(b) the Barrister bluff;
(c) the Fyvie Avenue escarpment; and
(d) volcanic plug in the north-western corner of the riu.
These four features were examined at length through the Environment Court process on
PC372. The features were found to be of at least local significance. The lava lake (the southeastern bluff) in particular was seen to be an important volcanic feature.
The objectives and policies of the plan have been strengthened to make it clear the precinct is
intended to protect critical volcanic features. This best gives effect to the purpose of the RMA
which include heritage protection.
Effectively this plan change ensures that the AUP provisions are consistent with the Court’s
findings on PC372.
The south-eastern bluff is a remnant of the original lava lake. What makes it unique is it is
sandwiched in between more typical layers of scoria explosions.
Trimming of this area will still be required to create safe faces and to integrate with the final
form of the masterplan. However, the face of this portion of the lava lake will be preserved
and become a clear visible asset for the public. The public will also get access to the top of the
remnant which will give significant views of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and of the lava lake itself.
The lava lake area is rezoned from THAB to Open Space. It is also identified on the concept
plan as a key volcanic remnant.
The Fyvie Street bluff is rezoned from THAB to Open Space and identified as a remnant features
within the Precinct Plan.
The Barrister bluff is retained. Remedial works to make the area safe are permitted. Otherwise
the bluff remains protected. The open space zoning and Precinct Plan provision give greater
protection and better meet the objectives and policies of the plan.
The Fyvie Street bluff has always been zoned Open Space. Its identification as a remnant
feature is simply for consistency across the other three features.
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The volcanic remnant in the north-western corner of the riu is already zoned Open Space. What
this change has done is increase the surrounds of this feature by increasing the amount of open
space. This will enable greater appreciation of the feature.
7.2

The objective is the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the Act
The purpose of the Act at section 6(c) identifies the protection of heritage features as a matter
of national importance.
It is agreed that the Auckland volcanic field is a heritage feature.
Currently the plan change pays particular attention to Te Tatua a Riukiuta as a major volcanic
cone within the volcanic field. However, there are also local remnant features which are
worthy of protection and not currently addressed in the AUP.
The change proposed to the objectives gives greater credence to these local heritage features.
This is the most appropriate way to provide for the protection of heritage features as identified
in section 6(c) of the Act.

7.3

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The combination of the Open Space zoning and the Precinct Plan provisions will best deliver
the objectives and policies of the precinct of recognising and protecting important remnant
features. The provisions contain a rule which stipulates a very limited number of works that
can occur on these features. Essentially this is that necessary to make the features safe for the
public and in the case of South Eastern Bluff to expose the lava lake so that the public can view
it and to get the land to its final contour.

7.4

Options considered
The options looked at were not to protect these remnant features, or to protect fewer of them.
The Environment Court decision on 372 identified the importance of these features. The plan
change seeks to achieve the strategic growth objectives for Auckland, but also to recognise the
unique environment and community that is Three Kings. A critical part of this is protecting local
heritage features. To protect fewer features reduces the level of protection and does not meet
the heritage objectives.
The option was also considered of relying purely on the Open Space zoning rather than both
Open Space zoning and the remnant volcanic feature control. However, the Open Space zoning
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does not provide the sophisticated protection that the dual control of zoning and the remnant
feature control does.
7.5

Efficiency and effectiveness
Zoning the features Open Space and then providing for them within the controls as a remnant
feature, is the most appropriate way to achieve the policies and objective of protecting local
heritage matters. The control is clear and precise. It provides definitive protection for the
identified feature. By being precise and specific in location, it also is efficient because it allows
the development to proceed elsewhere within the precinct.

7.6

Benefits and costs
The benefit of this provision is that it provides explicit protection for four volcanic remnants.
These remnants have been identified through the Environment Court process on Plan Change
372 as being of at least local significance. The protection of the remnants provides a greater
amenity to the Three Kings Precinct, and significantly contributes to heritage protection.
The costs involved are the physical works in protecting these features, and the lost opportunity
of development sites.
These issues were extensively debated at the Environment Court where the balance was
reached to offset the costs of protecting open space and remnant features through providing
additional height in certain parts of the precinct to enable the same yield to be achieved. This
ensured the benefits were achieved and the costs were offset.
There is also cost in terms of works to make the remnant features safe and to present them in
the manner which is visible and accessible to the public. However, these costs are justified
given the benefits that accrue.

7.7

Risks
There are significant safety risks associated with the remnant features, but these are well
addressed in the provisions relating to rehabilitation and the assessment criteria including
fencing.
There are greater risks in not having these provisions in that if protected only by Open Space
zoning, these features could be lost or compromised.

7.8

Reasons for proposing the provisions
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This plan change responds to the conclusion of the Environment Court on Plan Change 372 that
the remnant volcanic features are an important heritage feature and worthy of protection.
The suite of controls, through zoning and the remnant feature control itself, provide the
appropriate mechanisms to protect these features. The provisions provide certainty for the
landowner and development of adjacent properties. It also provides certainty for the
community that these important heritage features will be retained.

8.0

MAXIMUM HEIGHT

8.1

Proposed amendment
This plan change:
(a) Measures height as a fixed RL, rather than a deemed ground level and then a height above
that ground level.
(b) Sets the maximum height for buildings along Mt Eden Road at what is effectively five
storeys, with the exception of the building on the corner of Mt Eden Road and Grahame
Breed Drive which is effectively 6 storeys.
(c) Sets the height limit of the building immediately north of the town centre, known as the
plaza building, as effectively six or seven storeys.
(d) A 2m additional height limit is allowed for architectural roof forms. This is by way of
restricted discretionary consent.
The purpose of setting a straight RL at maximum height is to make it easier for the community
and landowner to understand precisely the level of development provided on the site.
The height limit of the equivalent of five storeys along Mt Eden Road matches that within the
Terrace House and Apartment Building zone on the eastern side of Mt Eden Road.
The extra height at the Mt Eden Road/Grahame Breed Drive frontage is to provide a gateway
to the precinct and also to recognise greater intensification close to the town centre.
The height of the plaza building recognises the additional height already included within the
AUP applying to the Three Kings town centre. Effectively the height of the plaza building is one
level below the town centre height.
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The additional height for architectural roof form is to provide a degree of flexibility to enable a
more interesting roof design.
8.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The report by Jasmax assesses the merits of the additional height and outlines the justification
from an urban design perspective. The Jasmax report concludes that “the changes proposed
from both an individual and cumulative aspect represent good urban design practice and will
assist in achieving the high quality planning and urban design outcomes for this project …. these
additional changes will further enhance the ability to control and guide good urban design
outcomes”.
The AUP has lifted the height limit within the THAB zone to 16m or the equivalent of five
storeys.
On the majority of the Mt Eden Road frontage, this plan change simply reflects the existing AUP
provisions applying in the eastern side of the road. This is a logical and appropriate urban
design response.
Similarly, setting the plaza building at a height one storey below the town centre reflects an
appropriate scale. The AUP already identifies the town centre as being an appropriate location
for additional height. This logically flows through into the plaza building.
The urban design approach to the building on the corner of Grahame Breed Drive and Mt Eden
Road is outlined in the Jasmax report. This is an important gateway building which will position
the precinct. It is also an important factor in providing appropriate yield within the precinct.
Other controls such as the south-eastern bluff and the southern terrace would otherwise lead
to a reduction in plot ratio. In actual fact, the urban design response is to say there is a package
of amenity and development right. More height at this strategic site is appropriate, given the
increased amenity immediately to the west on the south-eastern bluff.

8.3

Options considered
The alternate option considered was for there to be no change in height.
The consequence of this would have been a loss in development potential within this precinct.
Three Kings Precinct is strategically important to assisting the Council’s growth aspirations for
Auckland. This option would not have achieved the outcomes for the precinct in terms of yield.
It would also have ended up in the Mt Eden Road frontage being one storey below the
permissible height on the eastern side of Mt Eden Road.
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There is an option not to provide the additional height for architectural treatment of roof space.
However, this would simply force all buildings along this frontage to have relatively flat roofs.
8.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
Setting the RL height as a set limit is the most effectively way to control development in this
former quarry site. The existing control by setting a deemed ground level and then a height
above that does introduce a level of complexity. It is preferable to have a simple basic control,
and the RL achieves this.
The precinct height and the methods that have been identified by mapping and RLs are an
efficient way to control development.

8.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit of this height control, when taken as a package across the precinct, is to provide a
high level of amenity throughout the precinct, to increase the volcanic remnants that are
protected within the development, and to reduce the height between the southern terrace and
the plaza; while at the same time ensuring the yield for this strategically important precinct is
retained. The height differential achieves this.
The analysis by Jasmax has looked at the impact on neighbours. Obviously neighbours on the
eastern side of Mt Eden Road will have a higher building on the western side. In most cases
this is the same height that residents on the eastern side are entitled to build to. In the case of
the building of Grahame Breed Drive, this is one storey higher.
The cost of not implementing this approach, but still putting in the other amenity provisions of
the plan change; is to lose yield. Auckland is pursuing an urban consolidation process. This is
the second largest brownfields site on the Auckland Isthmus and is strategically important and
well suited for development. The cost of not maximising this yield to the community is
significant.
It is noteworthy that these issues of benefit and cost were examined by the Environment Court
on PC372. These provisions follow the judgment set out by the Court, i.e. the heights of
buildings along Mt Eden Road and on the plaza building basically align with those determined
through the Environment Court process.

8.6

Risks
There are no particular risks with this control. There is a significant risk in not progressing this
plan change of losing yield on this strategic site.
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8.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The provisions on height are intended to provide clear understanding of permissible height and
to provide essentially five storeys along Mt Eden Road consistent with what the rezoning under
the AUP has done to the eastern side of Mt Eden Road. Two particular buildings are offered
additional height for urban design reasons set out in the Jasmax report.
As a restricted discretionary activity, additional height is provided up to 2m where it is needed
for architectural enhancement of roof forms.

9.0

DESIGN

9.1

Proposed amendment
The proposed amendment to the policies refers to good design quality, and cross-references
to the Auckland Design Manual rather than the Three Kings Design Guidelines.
PC372 referenced the Three Kings Design Guidelines. This was a document prepared by the
Council which sat outside the Isthmus District Plan as a non-statutory reference document.
Under the AUP, the Council has applied the principle more generally of having a reference
document outside the AUP which aids in applying the assessment criteria in the Plan. The
Council therefore developed the Auckland Design Manual. This is a best practice quality urban
design document.
This plan change simply cross-references to the current up to date Best Practice Urban Design
Manual which the Council is fostering.

9.2

The objective is the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the Act
The objective is to foster good quality urban design within the precinct. It is logical and
appropriate to refer to the current Council Best Practice Urban Design Manual (the Auckland
Design Manual) rather than a document which is now dated.
The purpose of the Act at section 7 under Other Matters includes “The maintenance and
enhancement of amenity values” and “The maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the
environment”.
The Auckland Design Manual is an approach by the Council to foster best practice design.
By strengthening the objective to talk about “good design qualities” and cross-referencing the
Auckland Design Manual; this plan change will better give effect to the provisions of the Act.
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9.3

Options considered
The two options were either to not reference the document at all or leave the AUP unchanged
and referencing the Three Kings Design Guidelines.
It is unusual to reference the Auckland Design Manual within the AUP. However, given the
criticality of urban design, on balance it is felt appropriate to reference this document.
The options of referencing the dated Three Kings Design Guidelines would be seen as simply
enshrining a document that is no longer up to date and best practice.

9.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The reference to the Auckland Design Manual provides clear guidance for the design team and
the community in undertaking any development within the precinct.

9.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit is the promotion of high quality urban design. There is no appreciable cost in
altering the objective. Obviously if there is no objective then there is a significant cost against
the community with the risk of poor design in development of the precinct.

9.6

Risks
There is no particular risk with adopting this objective.
There is a risk with not having the objective, which is to expose the community to the potential
of poor design.

9.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
These changes are proposed so as to further enhance the commitment to good quality urban
design within the precinct.

10.0 WHARE MANAAKI
10.1

Proposed amendment
This plan change makes specific provision for a whare manaaki rather than relying on the
generic term in the Unitary Plan of educational and cultural facilities.
The potential location in the riu for the whare manaaki is increased to allow for more flexibility.
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The level of parking provided for the whare manaaki is modified. There is no longer a minimum
requirement for carparking. A maximum of 5 carparks is set.
The importance of a whare manaaki was identified through the extensive iwi consultation on
the precinct. This gained universal stakeholder support throughout the Three Kings Plan
Change 372 process and the Unitary Plan hearing process.
It is accepted that there does not need to be general provision for educational and cultural
facilities within the open space area of the precinct – rather just the focus on the whare
manaaki.
The provisions recognise that given the scarce amount of open space land, it is important that
this be developed for a whare manaaki – its intended use, rather than the potential for other
forms of educational or cultural uses.
The whare manaaki is able to locate in one of two locations: one in the riu and one up on the
western playing field. The candidate area for the whare manaaki in the riu is expanded to give
greater flexibility in terms of location. This simply recognises the greater extent of suitable
sites for this use.
The nature of development within the precinct and riu means there is significant opportunity
for on-street parking. In fact, it is more appropriate to use on-street parking than to lose
significant areas of open space for parking purposes.
This is also addressed in the report of Mr Richards on transport issues.
10.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
Objective 2 for the precinct recognises Te Tatua a Riukiuta and its importance in terms of
heritage, landscape, culture, and the general “landscape heritage of the area”.
The whare manaaki provides a tangible place for mana whenua to:
 culturally celebrate Te Tatua a Riukiuta and the area;
 educate and inform mana whenua and the general public on the cultural history and
environmental significance of the maunga and the area; and
 create a base for the significant revegetation programme that will happen on land to vest
in iwi and in terms of the joint management of the Three Kings Reserve.
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The fundamental difference in this plan change is to specify that the educational and cultural
facility will be a whare manaaki. This is the aspiration for mana whenua. Furthermore, in terms
of the open space land and the careful use of that land, it is very appropriate for a whare
manaaki to be built within this area, but not necessarily appropriate for general educational
and/or cultural facilities to be built on open space land within the precinct.
The provisions are the best way to recognise and celebrate the role of mana whenua in the
area and yet ensure that open space land is targeted at appropriate uses.
10.3

Options considered
There were essentially three options considered. The first is “no change” which would allow a
very broad range of cultural and/or educational facilities to locate in the Open Space area
(subject to resource consent application). The second option is the one adopted within the
plan change. The third option is to have no whare manaaki within the Open Space area.
To have no whare manaaki would not give effect to the objective of recognising the cultural
importance of this area. Enabling mana whenua to celebrate and run their education,
information and revegetation programmes is fundamental to recognising mana whenua’s
importance in this area.
The option of general education and cultural facilities, while possibly appropriate in the generic
Open Space zone, is not seen as appropriate within this precinct.

10.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The parking controls are introduced for efficiency reasons. Capping the parking at five spaces
provides enough on-site parking for people who need support such as the elderly and/or
disabled.
Given the extensive street network and the significant availability of on street parking, it is a
better use and more efficient use of open space land to keep it available for open space activity
and the whare manaaki, rather than having to commit land to parking.
The change in the gross floor area from 1,000m² to 450m² simply reflects the size of the whare
manaaki. The targeted use of the building does not need or warrant a gross floor area bigger
than 450m². Furthermore, it would be beyond the resources of iwi to build it even with the
sponsorship they have already achieved.
The provisions are the most effective way to deliver the planning outcome. They are clear,
precise and enable mana whenua to proceed with confidence to develop the whare manaaki.
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10.5

Benefits and costs
The benefits are in the cultural recognition of the importance of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and the
volcanic field at Three Kings. There is significant benefit in being able to celebrate, and to
educate and inform all peoples of, the cultural, historic and environmental importance of the
area, and to provide the logistics for revegetation of the maunga.
There are costs in terms of developing the whare manaaki and in terms of committing a portion
of open space to this activity. However, those costs are reasonable and acceptable in terms of
the benefits that accrue to mana whenua and the community. The objective of recognising
cultural aspects of the area warrant allocating what is a relatively small portion of the open
space land within the precinct to this particular use.

10.6

Risks
There are no real risks with this proposal.
There is a risk that the whare manaaki would not proceed but if that happens the land will
simply remain as open space in terms of its underlying zoning.
If the whare manaaki proceeds, there will be a loss of a small portion of open space land for
general public use. However, as outlined in section 10.5, this risk is deemed acceptable because
of the objectives within the plan of promoting the cultural heritage of this area.

10.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
Creating more specific provisions for the whare manaaki is the best way to achieve the balance
of providing for a base for mana whenua to celebrate their critical association with Te Tatua a
Riukiuta, provide for their education, information and revegetation programmes; while
recognising that for public good reasons the number of buildings on public open space land
should be limited. The package of controls best achieves the planning outcome, while ensuring
careful targeting of the type of activity, rather than the current AUP approach of a generic
educational and cultural activity.

11.0 NON-COMPLYING DEVELOPMENTS
11.1

Proposed amendment
The plan change introduces a range of non-complying activity status rules on critical elements
of the precinct. In particular, the following would be non-complying activities:
(a) Development which does not comply with the minimum finished ground level.
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(b) Removal of rock and the commercial sale of this rock offsite, i.e. a full quarry operation.
(c) Development which infringes the volcanic sightline.
(d) Development which exceeds by more than 2m the maximum height.
11.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
These factors are critical aspects of determining the planning outcomes for the precinct. It is
appropriate that exceedance of these key planning parameters should trigger non-complying
activity status, rather than discretionary activity status. The non-complying activity status
recognises the particular seriousness of any such non-compliance and hence implies a higher
scrutiny of any such applications.

11.3

Options considered
There are two options.
(a) the non-complying activity status; or
(b) for the plan to simply rely on the default provisions, which in most cases would be a
discretionary activity.
For the reasons outlined in 12.2, the first option of non-complying activity is preferred.

11.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The control is the most effective way to deliver the planning outcome. It sets a very clear trigger
point to give confidence to the community and clear guidance to the developer as to the form
of acceptable development within the precinct.
In terms of efficiency, whether it is a discretionary activity or non-complying activity, it triggers
a resource consent. The higher hurdle of the non-complying activity is somewhat less efficient
than the discretionary activity, but is warranted for the reasons set out in clause 12.2.

11.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit of the provision is to provide confidence to the community that the core planning
controls will not be exceeded or will have to go through rigorous assessment before any
consent to modify the standard.
The costs are in time delay and uncertainty where controls are sought to be exceeded. It is a
factor that minor exceedances do trigger significant consents.

However, this can be
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appropriately managed in the design process to ensure that there are no non-complying
activities triggered through the consent process.
11.6

Risks
There is a risk of greater consenting complexity and a risk of minor infringements triggering
serious applications.
Having said that, those risks can be successfully managed by careful planning and design of
development within the precinct.

11.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
These provisions set a hierarchy of development within the quarry where all development
requires a restricted discretionary activity with certain key aspects triggering a discretionary
activity and then development exceeding the rules triggering non-complying activity.
This is an appropriate mechanism to give confidence to the community as to the nature of
development that will occur in the precinct, and it also gives clear parameters of the
development envelope that can occur within the precinct.

12.0 NOISE AND VIBRATION
12.1

Proposed amendment
The Precinct rules provide for rehabilitation of the former quarry areas to create the final land
contour and safe quarry faces ready for redevelopment.
The standard noise controls in the AUP, particularly those relating to construction noise, apply.
This plan change introduces specific vibration standards for the rehabilitation activity. There
are some areas of basalt that may need blasting to remove them. As is required through the
current controls, this will follow best practice methods.
The operative Unitary Plan contains vibration standards based on the German DIN standard.
These are a dual control which control the effects on buildings and the effects on amenity.
This plan change confirms the use of the German DIN standard for blasting as it applies to the
effects on buildings and applies it appropriately to the Three Kings site. This standard has been
used successfully in the Waterview tunnel construction and is now generally applied across the
Unitary Plan.
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The amenity control on vibration does not apply under this plan change to the activity
“rehabilitation”. Rehabilitation applies for a finite duration and is that necessary to create the
final contour for the Precinct. As for noise control, it is appropriate that there be different
provisions applying to long term vibration activity as opposed to short term construction
limited activity (or in this case rehabilitation).
The accompanying report by Marshall Day Consultants outlines the application and
appropriateness of the DIN standard.
The rehabilitation work will be undertaken in stages. The largest stage is the southern area
which will take about six months.
12.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The DIN standard has long been accepted in New Zealand as the appropriate mechanism to
control vibration. It is a well-established and recognised German standard. It is also applied as
the base standard within the Unitary Plan.
The Three Kings controls are essentially the standard controls for the effects of vibration on the
integrity of land and buildings. It is designed to ensure that there is no structural effect on the
building.
The standard provisions within the Unitary Plan also apply an amenity control on vibration.
This is appropriate when activity is next door to a permanent ongoing use where vibration is a
factor. That type of use many occur in certain industrial processes and in long-term operation
of quarrying.
The amenity standard on vibration cannot be met in terms of the rehabilitation process. Given
that rehabilitation is for a relatively short timeframe, compared to (say) an ongoing quarry
operation, then the amenity issue is no different to a normal construction project. Just as noise
controls recognise a permanent and a temporary duration of effect, and have quite different
noise controls; so the vibration standard for Three Kings effectively proposes a dual standard,
with acceptance of relatively short-term disruption.

12.3

Options considered
Issues of alternate controls were considered at the time of the Unitary Plan. The DIN standard
was adopted through the extensive scrutiny process of the PAUP.
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The options are to impose the amenity standard or not impose it. If the amenity standard is
imposed, it becomes a rule that no operation can meet. This will trigger significant resource
consents in each case.
Given that the rehabilitation process is for a short time and the building controls on vibration
are already very stringent, this amenity control is not warranted.
12.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The DIN standard on building effects is seen as the most efficient and effective way to control
vibration. To apply the amenity standard is inefficient in that it will trigger significant consents.
All matters that would be dealt with in terms of these consents will be covered in the
rehabilitation consent process anyway.

12.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit of the provisions is that it enables the rehabilitation of this area to occur.
Rehabilitation is a necessary part of forming the precinct and delivering the planning outcomes.
The process of blasting is relatively short in the construction process, and certainly in the life of
the precinct. The largest block to be blasted is the southern block, and that will be completed
within six months of commencing rehabilitation works. The benefit is to move quickly so as to
get it done and completed.
By comparison, the alternate has significant costs in terms of timeframe and application costs
for a use that is known not to be able to comply with the amenity standards.

12.6

Risks
The DIN standard ensures there is no unacceptable risk to property or buildings. There is a risk
that some people might find the amenity standards of their property compromised by the
rehabilitation process. It is accepted that different people have different tolerances for
noise/vibration.
However, that is part of living within an urban area, and part of the process of redeveloping
this quarry. In the balance between not doing the rehabilitation, and accepting an appropriate
vibration standard for a six month period; this plan change believes the right planning outcome
is to facilitate the rehabilitation process and enable redevelopment of the strategically
important site.

12.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
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These provisions provide certainty and control over the effect of vibration on buildings. It
adopts the internationally accepted, and certainly New Zealand accepted, standard for
managing vibration effects.
The plan change also accepts that for what will be a relatively short term rehabilitation process
that the amenity provisions on vibration are not required.

13.0 STORMWATER
13.1

Proposed amendment
The attached report by Pattle Delamore addresses the technical aspects of stormwater.
The plan change:
(a) Replaces the stormwater diagram at Precinct Plan 4. The main effect of this is to provide
integrated catchment management planning for the western reserve to overland flow into
the riu.
(b) Adds additional assessment criteria for the treatment of stormwater. This relates to:
 separate soakage and storage systems to deal with the ten year rainfall event;
 the integration of storage and soakage areas to deal with 100 year rainfall event;
 stormwater treatment for all subcatchments containing roads and vehicle
hardstand areas;
 erosion and sediment control matters; and
 long-term operations and maintenance matters.
These provisions complement the general stormwater provisions within the Unitary Plan.
The aspect of the stormwater control that relates to the catchment for the western playing
field essentially joins this catchment to the riu. The effect of this is to make sure that the riu
has sufficient storage capacity to accept any runoff from the western storage field.
Any future development of the western playing field would still create the normal one in ten
year soakage opportunity. However, the riu will be designed to take account of any extreme
events.
All these issues are addressed in the report by Pattle Delamore.
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13.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
It is appropriate, given the critical location and topography of the precinct, to have particular
additional provisions to the standard stormwater controls. This is the best way to ensure a
sophisticated response to stormwater management.

13.3

Options considered
The two basic options are to include these provisions, or simply rely on the Auckland-wide
provisions. While the Auckland-wide provisions are appropriate generally and would in the
final analysis give adequate stormwater management control over the precinct, nevertheless,
because of the unique characteristics of the precinct, it is better served by having additional
criteria specific to the precinct and the unique circumstances of the topography of the former
quarry.

13.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The controls provide a higher level of guidance than the underlying stormwater provisions. This
is a more efficient and effective way for the developer and the Council to manage development
of the precinct. There is greater clarity which gives greater certainty to both the Council and
the developer.

13.5

Benefits and costs
The benefits of this control is to provide greater certainty as to stormwater management. The
stormwater solutions may incur slightly increased cost relative to the Auckland-wide
provisions. However this is warranted given the topography of the precinct.

13.6

Risks
The risk of not having appropriate stormwater management can be severe. These aspects have
been clearly worked through, initially by the Council and then by the Environment Court,
through the plan change process. These additional provisions simply strengthen that position
and further help manage risk.

13.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The attached report by Pattle Delamore sets out the approach and philosophy and their
professional opinion that these provisions are the most appropriate means to provide for
stormwater management. These provisions simply create more certainty for the developer
and a better agreed position as to how stormwater will be managed within the precinct.
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14.0 TRAFFIC
14.1

Proposed amendments
The transport policies of the precinct are strengthened in that the following text (in italics) is
added to Policies I333.3 (1), (11) and (14):
(1)

“Require that the finished contours of the land support intensive residential
development and achieves integration and improved connectivity between the
redeveloped precinct area and the surrounding land uses”

(11)

“Ensure that the layout and design of roads and connections are legible and permeable
and include the following:
(a) An east-west route through to Mt Eden Road, including western walking and cycling
connections to Smallfield Avenue;
(b) A north-south route that connects to the town centre’
(c) A high quality street environment that promotes walking and cycling via direct, safe
and well-designed pedestrian and cycle provisions;
(d) An internal road pattern in the Riu that runs approximately north-south and eastwest; and
(e) A network which provides walking, cycling and roading which connect to the town
centre, residential communities, key public open spaces and public transport.

(14) “Design the section of Grahame Breed Dr extension between the plaza and the town
centre as a slow speed environment”
Precinct Plan 1 already illustrates the various transport linkages including the connections to
Mt Eden Road via Bush Road or Graeme Breed Drive Extension and the walkways and cycleways
connecting Smallfield Avenue to the town centre and Mt Eden Road. Notwithstanding
following amendments are proposed to Precinct Plan 1:
(a) a major stair connection is shown from the plaza to the southern terrace and riu;
(b) public lift access is shown from the plaza to the riu;
(c) The access points to Mt Eden Road are identified;
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(d) The intersection of Graeme Breed Drive with the road through the town centre is identified
as being subject to future design.
Other transport related amendments include:
(a) A standard requiring primary roads to be located in accordance with Precinct Plan 1 has
been added;
(b) The wording of the assessment criteria has been amended
The result of the above amendments is that there is a strengthened policy position in relation
to transport matters. This strengthened policy position will ensure that the future
development gives effect to the transport elements that are shown on the Precinct Plan 1.
14.2

The provisions are the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The amendments relating to transport are the most appropriate way to achieve the relevant
objectives set out in I333.2 as:
(a)

The additional text added to the policies provides a greater degree of detail as to how
the policies are intended to give effect to the relevant objective. For example, Objective
I333.2(1) seeks to ensure that the residential development integrates with the town
centre and the proposed amendment to the policy makes it clear that the integration is,
in part, achieved through network of cycleways and walkways.

(b) The additions to Precinct Plan 1 also provide more clarity as to how to give effect to the
transport related objectives, policies and rules. For example, the amendments to
Precinct Plan 1 identify that a lift, public stairs and ramp are necessary to ensure that the
public infrastructure is effective and robust (as sought by Objective I333.2(3)).
Overall, the proposed amendments are considered to be the most appropriate way to
deliver the planning objectives for the precinct as they ensure that the transport related
provisions in the plan change “cascade” through the objectives, policies, standards, and
the related Precinct Plan.
14.3

Options considered
The alternative options considered were:
(a)

to not make the above amendments and simply rely on the existing precinct provisions

(b)

to make the amendments to the policies and not the Precinct Plan;
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(c)

to make the amendments to the Precinct Plan and not the policies.

Having considered the options, it was concluded that the amendments are necessary as they
enhance the robustness and effectiveness of the provisions.
It is also noted that the amendments are effectively a “set” which work together and therefore
it was not appropriate to do some and not the others. For example, the amendments to the
Precinct Plan clearly illustrate how the policies are to be given effect to as part of the future
development.
14.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The proposed amendments to the transport matters in the Precinct are intended to increase
their efficiency and effectiveness by:
(a)

ensuring that the policies clearly identify how the objectives are to be achieved. For
example the proposed amendments identify that a network of roads, walkways and
cycleways is to be created and that the network is intended to link the development
with the town centre and also to the adjoining residential neighbourhoods;

(b)

ensuring that the standards give effect to the objectives and policies. This is evidenced
by the inclusion of a standard requiring that primary roads are located in accordance
with Precinct Plan 1;

(c)

ensuring that the Precinct Plan gives effect to the objectives, policies and standards by
clearly identifying the location of transport infrastructure.

Collectively, the proposed amendments create a set of effective and efficient provisions.
14.5

Benefits and costs
The benefits of the proposed amendments is that they work together to provide clarity and
certainty as to how to achieve the objectives relating to the infrastructure and comprehensive
development.
The costs of the proposed amendments relate to the requirements to develop the transport
infrastructure identified on the Precinct Plan. This includes the provision of the public stairs
and ramp and the public lift to the plaza.

14.6

Risks
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The risk associated with the amendments is that the transport provisions in adding additional
detail means that the provisions could become too specific and overly restrictive on the future
development.
However, this risk has been carefully considered and amendments have been drafted to
provide a balance between certainty and flexibility for the future development. For example,
the walkways are identified on the Precinct Plan as being “indicative” so as to provide some
flexibility as to the final form.
14.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The proposed amendments strengthen the policy framework in relation to transport matters
by providing additional detail as to importance of connectivity and how connectivity is to be
achieved.
The reason for the other transport related amendments is to ensure that the strengthened
policy framework is “cascaded” through the standards and Precinct Plan to create a robust and
effective set of transport provisions in the Three Kings Precinct.

15.0 VOLCANIC SIGHTLINES
15.1

Proposed amendment
An additional volcanic sightline is introduced from the south-eastern bluff looking across to Te
Tatua a Riukiuta.
The rezoning of the south-eastern bluff to open space and the creation of a viewing opportunity
on the top of the bluff, opens up a significant view of Te Tatua a Riukiuta. This is an important
local view and its protection is warranted through the plan change provisions.
The plan change also better defines that part of the maunga to which the view corridor relates.
This is RL120. It is the same RL where the regional volcanic viewshafts apply.
It is also the origin point identified through the Environment Court process on PC372.
Essentially this provision simply brings clarity to the plan change.

15.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The plan change identifies important local views and provides sightlines for these views. This
additional sightline protection from the south-eastern bluff will assist in meeting the policies
and objectives of the plan to protect local views of the maunga.
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By providing the RL level specifically in the plan change, it creates greater certainty for the
public and affected landowners.
15.3

Options considered
The option was considered of not adding the additional viewshaft. However, this would be a
lost opportunity to identify and protect what will be an important local view from the top of
the south-eastern bluff.
In terms of the RL on the maunga of 120, the option is to not impose this RL. The diagrams
already indicatively show the portion of the cone which is protected for the view sightline. This
is RL120. It is sensible to include this within the precinct provisions.

15.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
Stipulating the RL on the maunga is the most efficient and effective method. It provides
certainty for the Council, the community and the landowner as to the control mechanisms
applying to the maunga.
The additional viewshaft from the top of the south-eastern bluff is an effective way to protect
this local view at least through the private properties within the precinct.

15.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit of these provisions is to secure an additional local view from what will be a
predominant lookout. People accessing the south-eastern bluff will do so to view and
understand the geological formation but will also have the advantage of a panoramic view
across the riu towards Te Tatua a Riukiuta.
The cost is in limiting the height of certain buildings within the precinct. However, the precinct
has been carefully designed to achieve these developments. Furthermore, in the balance of
achieving the required yield in the strategically important precinct, the additional height
referred to in paragraph X has enabled yield to be sustained while keeping key amenity features
such as this view corridor.

15.6

Risks
There are no particular risks associated with this control.

15.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
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These provisions are proposed to introduce a new additional view sightline which preserves an
important local view. The provisions give greater certainty to the operation of the rule by
specifying place on the maunga that the sightline applies to. Aligning this to the same RL as the
regional view corridors will give the appropriate planning outcome.

16.0 MINIMUM APARTMENT SIZES
16.1

Proposed amendment
New provisions on minimum apartment size are introduced. This complements the existing
controls within the Unitary Plan and precinct.
For apartment buildings of 20 or more apartments, a minimum average size of 55m² is
introduced. This compares to the current minimum of 40m² for studio dwellings and 45m² for
one or more bedroom dwellings.
The plan change also modifies the provision for small apartments. Currently the plan provides
for up to 5% of the units to be 30m².
The plan change itself reduces this to 30 actual apartments that can be down to 30m² gross
floor area.
These so-called “Fonzie flats” have proved a helpful product in Australia to create entry point
homes into the market.
At 30m² the unit provides sufficient space for quality design studio type accommodation, and
yet the small size enables product to be delivered at an affordable price range.

16.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
Policy 5 states “Enable a range of housing types in order to create a variety of built form and
diversity at the scales of site, street and block, including terrace house and apartments
(including cascading apartments).”
The proposed amendments to the minimum apartment size controls will help to better achieve
this Policy, and at the same time are the most appropriate way to achieve the Precinct's
objective of enabling higher density residential development.
In the larger apartment buildings (20 or more dwellings within an apartment building), the
control introducing a minimum average apartment size will ensure a broader variety of dwelling
typologies.
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With an average of 55m² and some apartments able to be provided down to 40m² gross floor
area, it will obviously help encourage a broader range of housing typologies and therefore
better deliver on the policies of the Plan.
The limit of 30 apartments of 30m2 gross floor area is to ensure that a reasonable number of
these “Fonzie flats” can be offered into the market, but that the numbers are limited so that
there is not a disproportionate concentration of small apartments, again to ensure an
appropriate range of typologies.
16.3

Options considered
Various options were considered including:
(a) not having the rule requiring an average of 55m² apartments in developments of 20 or
more units; and
(b) setting a higher minimum average; and
(c) not having the rule of a minimum 30m² apartment and leaving the underlying minimum
40m² studio apartment rule to apply.
While not introducing a minimum average apartment size on the cascading apartments would
enable higher yield, it runs the risk of getting too greater concentration of one and two
bedroom apartments. This will not promote a diverse housing typology and hence a diverse
neighbourhood.
The Unitary Plan generally is seeking diverse communities rather than a disproportionate
concentration of the single typology within one area.
Given the size of the precinct, this control and this option is seen as appropriate.
Creating a larger minimum average size apartment impacts affordability. Housing price is a
combination of land price and size of building. In the final analysis the option of the 55m²
minimum apartment size in the cascading apartments is seen as achieving the appropriate
balance between creating a diverse community and yet ensuring products which are price
attainable within the community.
In terms of the option of the small units (Fonzie flats), this typology is already included within
the precinct provisions.
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By setting a maximum of 30 units, this reduces the maximum number that could be provided
from a theoretical number of units from 75 in a maximum development scenario for the
precinct (i.e. 5% of 1,500 units).
The limit of 30 units reflects the Environment Court decision on Plan Change 372 where the
issue of these small units was scrutinised through the Court process.
The last option was to leave the 40m2 control as the smallest apartment. This would deny the
opportunity for the “Fonzie” flat typology. This would mean a loss of another form of
affordable housing in the Auckland market. This ultimately would be a social detriment by the
loss of a form of housing that has proved successful in Australia.
16.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The averaging control is an effective way to ensure the diverse typology of housing, which in
turn is an effective mechanism to create the diversity of housing type and from that a diverse
neighbourhood.
The trigger of 20 apartments is chosen as this will encompass all of the cascading apartments.
It provides an appropriate balance between having sufficient concentration of apartments to
warrant the diverse range of sizes and therefore families that will be accommodated, while not
constraining the market in terms of responding to the needs of different household sizes in the
Mt Eden/Three Kings area.
The adjustment to the wording of small unit or “Fonzie Flat” removes the inefficient structure
which says that every Fonzie Flat must be exactly 30m², and instead allows the range between
30-40m².
It also provides for an appropriate number of this housing typology so that it can be tested in
the Auckland market.

16.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit of these provisions is to extend the range of housing typologies quite significantly
from a range that could theoretically only have been 40-45m² apartments; to one which will
now range from 30m² to well in excess of 55m² apartments.
This will provide significant benefit by promoting diversity within the community.
There is a cost in terms of yield. However, again yield has been managed through increasing
height within the precinct.
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16.6

Risks
The risk with small apartments is that these became a product which does not work either
economically in terms of the market or socially in terms of being too small a housing typology
for a household. By restricting these small units to a maximum of 30 apartments, it means that
the consequence of a problem (should one arise) is minimal in the overall view of the Auckland
market.
However, the risk profile is low. Australia has extensive use of this housing typology. It has
proved successful in terms of the spectrum of homes available at the affordable end of the
market. This will likely be an important and popular typology within Auckland also.

16.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The core reasons for proposing these provisions is to provide a greater diversity of housing
stock. This will in turn create a greater diversity of community within the Three Kings Precinct.
It will also ensure a greater diversity of price points in the apartments available on the market
which is so critical in the current Auckland housing situation.

17.0 GROUND FLOOR ACTIVITY – FORMER DEPOT SITE
17.1

Proposed amendment
The effect of this plan change is to remove the restriction on residential activity at ground floor
on the former depot site to the west of the existing town centre.
The standard rules within the town centre zone provide for extensive residential development
within town centres but excludes it from ground floor locations. The purpose is to retain these
areas for retail activity.
For the avoidance of doubt, the restriction on residential activity at ground floor will still apply
in front of the existing town centre. The exemption only applies on the former depot site.
The configuration of zoning at Three Kings is unusual in that the depot site sits to the west of
the town centre on its own distinct promontory surrounded on two sides by residential activity
and on the third side by the road down to the sportsfields.
This area of land, because of its unusual shape, will never be an integral part of the town centre.
Rather it will always be an appendage to the side of the centre.
This land is suitable for residential activity at ground level. That activity would not detract from
the centre itself.
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However, the land remains zoned Town Centre to retain flexibility of use in this area.
It is likely to be partly developed for residential development, which in turn will reinforce the
town centre catchment. Other business and community activities could complement
residential development and be included within the area.
17.2

The provision is the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
The objective of the precinct is to provide for a core residential development in this strategic
location. This has a number of planning outcomes including urban consolidation, the cultural
and environmental aspects addressed elsewhere in this report, and reinforcing the town
centre. This is in terms of creating a more comprehensive residential catchment, and
invigorating the town centre.
There is a balance to be achieved on the depot site. Ground floor retail in this location may not
work because of its dislocation from the rest of the town centre.
The opportunity for genuine mixed use in this location, including residential at ground floor, is
the best way to achieve the balance of providing the residential catchment for the town centre
and yet providing flexibility and opportunity for a range of uses on the depot site.

17.3

Options considered
The options considered were to either remain with the underlying zone controls, or to
introduce the plan change provision.
Remaining with the underlying zoning control means that there is no residential use at ground
floor on the depot site and all activity has to be either retail or some form of business activity.
In terms of the potential market use of this land, it is simply too isolated from the town centre
to have a significant retail activity and even business activity. The inevitability is that it would
trigger the need for resource consents. Given this is a site specific provision only applying in
this part of the precinct, aspects that would be examined on a resource consent can be
predetermined through this plan change process. Thus the preferred option is to have a
specific control within this plan.

17.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
The purpose of this control is to ensure efficiency and effectiveness in the use of this land by
creating flexibility over the uses that can occupy the ground floor. Essentially retail,
commercial, community or residential activity can occur if the plan change is successful. This
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flexibility provides the most efficient use of land which is important in an area designed for
intensive development which will support the adjacent town centre.
17.5

Benefits and costs
The benefits of this provision is to provide flexibility in the nature of development, and to
provide appropriate development as a permitted activity. The costs of this provision is in losing
the mandatory requirement for effectively retail or business activity at ground floor. However,
given the isolated location of this part of the precinct, it would never be an integral part of any
town centre redevelopment and hence the loss of retail at ground floor (if that is the final
outcome) is acceptable. If an economically inefficient use is required to be located at ground
floor, this impacts the overall financial viability of the project. It means that apartment costs
must go up to subsidise uneconomic activity on the ground floor.

17.6

Risks
The risk is a reduced opportunity for expansion of the town centre. However, this is a low
probability given the isolated nature of this location. The more significant risk is that if the
underlying zone control prevailed, the land would be underutilised and not contribute to the
vibrancy and vitality of the precinct.

17.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The former depot site is very marginal for retail. It would be inappropriate and an inefficient
use of land, particularly in a time of housing shortage in Auckland, to force this land to be
developed for business activity at ground level. Rather the more efficient and effective use of
land is to retain the flexibility to either use the ground floor for business activities or residential
activities.

18.0 VIEWS FROM THE MAUNGA
18.1

Proposed amendment
One of the unique attributes of the Three Kings Precinct is the cultural importance and
landscape dominance of Te Tatua a Riukiuta. When standing on the maunga, there are very
dominant views when you look down into the precinct.
Consequently, a new policy is introduced to ensure the creation of “ a high quality development
when viewed from Te Tatua a Riukiuta in terms of building modulation, appearance, design and
landscape treatment”.
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This policy recognises the context within which this culturally important maunga is located. It
recognises that the built environment contributes to the amenity and landscape values of the
city scape.
The plan change then introduces assessment criteria for buildings so as to give effect to the
policy.
The assessment criteria requires the examination of the visual impact of development when
viewed from the maunga. Particular reference is made to the articulation of facades, glazing
to habitable rooms, screening of any service areas and the treatment of parking areas.
18.2

The provisions are the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives
These proposed amendments relate to assessing and controlling building design so that views
from the maunga are taken account of. Given that buildings already require a resource consent
for design matters there is no need to include a new rule.
However, it is appropriate and necessary to include the proposed new policy and assessment
criteria as they will ensure the assessment process takes specific account of views from the
maunga. Overall, the proposed amendments are considered to be the most appropriate way of
achieving the objectives. The result will be:
 the precinct redeveloped in a way that recognises and protects identified features of
the volcanic landscape of Te Tatua o Riuk-uta, other identified volcanic features, the
cultural heritage of the area and the history of the quarry lands (thus achieving
Objective 2).
 new buildings are designed to apply good urban design principles and address the
unique characteristics of the site, reflecting good design qualities (Objective 4).

18.3

Options considered
Given that views from the maunga relate to building design and that building design is already
assessed through the controlled activity consent requirement, it was not necessary or
appropriate to consider an alternative method for controlling building design. Rather, the
option considered related to leaving the provisions as they currently stand or making the
proposed amendment.

18.4

Efficiency and effectiveness
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The proposed amendments are effective and efficient as they provide a policy direction as to
how the objectives are to be achieved. In particular, the proposed amendments make it clear
that views from the maunga are an important part of ensuring that buildings are designed in a
way which recognises the volcanic landscape of Te Tatua a Riukiuta.
The efficiency and effectiveness of this policy direction is further enhanced by the inclusion of
assessment criteria identifying the specific matters to be taken account of in the assessment.
18.5

Benefits and costs
The benefit of the proposed amendments in relation to views from the maunga, is that they
ensure that any development constructed in the precinct makes careful recognition of the
important cultural and volcanic landscape in which they will sit.
The cost of the proposed amendments is that it will add another aspect to be considered as
part of the building design. This may well result in additional development costs.

18.6

Risks
It is not often that building design needs to take account of views from an adjoining maunga.
Therefore, if the proposed amendments were not undertaken there is a risk that this matter
would not be considered as part of the resource consent process for new buildings.
Alternatively, views from the maunga may be considered as part of the building design process
but without the proposed policy there is a risk that it may be given little weight.

18.7

Reasons for proposing the provisions
The proposed amendments relating to views from the maunga are intended to ensure that
there is a robust and effective set of provisions in the Precinct which recognise the volcanic
landscape in which the development will sit.
In particular, the proposed amendments are intended to ensure that the recognition of the
volcanic landscape “cascades” through the objectives, policies, standards and assessment
criteria as opposed to being an policy or a criteria in isolation.

19.0 CONSULTATION
19.1

The Three Kings Precinct has evolved over some considerable time. Through the process it has
been the subject of extensive consultation. This is both with key stakeholders and over a
number of hui with iwi.

That consultation has been impactful in the evolution of the

development scheme for Three Kings.
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19.2

Those stakeholders/parties who are interested in the precinct have long been established
through the earlier various consultation processes.

19.3

In terms of this proposal:
(a) South Epsom Planning Group has consulted with their members in terms of requesting
changes and agreeing the plan change package placed before the Council;
(b) similarly Three Kings United has consulted its members and built that feedback into the
request it has made for the plan change;
(c) Fletcher is convening a hui with the five iwi who have indicated an interest in the precinct,
these are:
 Ngati Whatua;
 Ngati Maru;
 Ngati Te Ata;
 Ngati Tamaoho; and
 Te Akitai Waihoua;
(d) Fletcher will invite all iwi who have advised Auckland Council that they have an interest in
the Three Kings area to the hui and has provided them with a copy of the draft plan change;
(e) Fletcher will meet with Housing New Zealand who were party to the original proceedings;
(f) Fletcher will also meet with the Ministry for the Environment who were also party to the
original proceedings;
(g) Fletcher will meet with the Auckland Volcanic Cones Society.
(h) the Local Board Chair has been fully briefed on the plan change. The Societies and Fletcher
have offered to present to the Local Board;
(i) there have been several working sessions between Council officers, Fletcher and the
Societies over the proposal.

19.4

The feedback Fletcher received from the hui included the following:
 (To be provided following the hui)

19.5

The feedback Fletcher received from other stakeholders included:
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 (To be provided following the various meetings)
19.6

The South Epsom Planning Group and Three Kings United Group fully support this plan change
and are joint applicants with Fletcher for this plan change. However, the Societies do not
necessarily agree with all the items identified in this Tattico s32 report, the Societies may have
additional or modified views on certain elements. However, that does not negate the fact that
Fletcher and the Societies are in agreement over the proposed plan change.

19.7

Fletcher is also proposing that this application should be limited notified including notification
to all immediately surrounding landowners plus the Societies, Fletcher, Auckland Volcanic
Cones Society, Housing New Zealand and Ministry for the Environment.

19.8

This would then include all parties to the Environment Court PC372 process and all parties to
the Unitary Plan hearing process.

20.0 REQUEST FOR PUBLIC PLAN CHANGE
20.1

The Council has already resolved to undertake a plan change in the Three Kings area.

20.2

The Societies and Fletcher have worked through the provisions of the Three Kings Precinct and
are jointly requesting the Council to adopt the plan change attached to this report.

20.3

Given the long history of this site and the strong support for this plan change from the
community as represented by the Societies and from the land owner and prospective owner,
it is appropriate that this matter be dealt with as a public plan change adopted by the Council.
Obviously the Council has reached a similar view in agreeing to promote a public plan change.

20.4

The attached document reflects the combined view of Fletcher and the Societies as to the
requested provisions for that plan change.

21.0 CONCLUSION
21.1

The requested plan change by Fletcher, supported by the Societies, intended to carry forward
critical aspects of the Three King Precinct development that were agreed through the
Environment Court process on Plan Change 372.

21.2

The provisions have been subject to Court scrutiny and examination in terms of section 32 of
the RMA.
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21.3

The relevant controls operate as a package and will enhance the development while still
delivering Three Kings as an important contribution to provision for growth within the Auckland
Isthmus.

22.0 ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Plan Change provisions requested by Fletcher and supported bythe Societies.
(Note, at the back of the plan change is a schedule of the changes to the various plans and
diagrams should the Council adopt the plan change as requested).
Attachment B: Urban design report by Jasmax.
Attachment C: Noise and vibration report by Marshall Day Consultants.
Attachment D: Stormwater report by Pattle Delamore.
Attachment E: Transport report by Beca.
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ATTACHMENT A:
Plan change provisions requested by Fletcher and supported by the Societies
[NOTE THE PLAN CHANGE REQUEST IS INCLUDED AS ATTACHMENT A TO THE AGENDA REPORT]
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ATTACHMENT B:
Urban design report by Jasmax
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Tattico Ltd
PO Box 91562
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
For the attention of John Duthie

27 July 2017

Dear John
THREE KINGS PRECINCT: URBAN DESIGN REVIEW OF PLAN CHANGE PROVISIONS

Fletcher Residential Limited (FRL), South Epsom Planning Group, and Three Kings United have requested the Council
to undertake a plan change of the Three Kings Precinct provisions within the Auckland Operative Unitary Plan
(Operative in Part) (referred to in this report as the “Unitary Plan”).
The core planning outcomes for the precinct have already been determined through an extensive planning process.
Those matters remained unchanged. What this plan change does is promote a number of enhancements to the
provisions which, in the opinion of FRL and the Societies, will improve the planning outcomes for the precinct.
FRL has requested that Jasmax carry out a review of the proposed plan change provisions for the Three Kings Precinct
Auckland Unitary Plan (AUP) plan change request, with respect to issues relating to urban design, and the findings of
this review are set out in this letter.

The background and history of this precinct is set out in the accompanying planning report by Tattico, together with a
detailed explanation of the purpose of this plan change, and it is not intended to repeat this in here.
Rather this report focusses on the urban design aspects of the proposed changes to the planning provisions and
provides an assessment on the implications of these changes and how that reflects on the overall achievement of
planning and urban design outcomes for the precinct.

It is considered that the key urban design changes, which will be dealt with in turn, are as follows:


New provisions relating to finished ground levels



Change to maximum building heights



Changes to the building controls



Additional assessment criteria relating to cascading apartments and other buildings
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1.

New provisions relating to finished ground levels, namely:
(i)

The creation of a southern terrace with a minimum RL of 67 with a minimum width of 18m and minimum
length of 35m;

(ii)

Setting a maximum RL for the plaza at termination of the staircase of RL77, i.e. a maximum 10m
differential between the southern terrace and plaza;

(iii)

Setting a minimum average RL for the sportsfields of 63.5.

It should be noted that the minimum RL for the riu is already set at RL64 for development sites.
Assessment
Whilst one of the major principals of this development is to provide a significant amount of development within the
former quarry, thus minimising its visual impact on the surrounding neighbourhood, it is recognised that movement
between the upper and lower areas is equally important. These new provisions (the plaza having a maximum RL of
77m and a maximum 10m vertical separation between the plaza and the “southern terrace” (see below) have been
created to reduce the vertical height difference between the upper and lower levels to a distance that is considered to
be the most appropriate in order to achieve the required separation, but also ease of movement.
In addition, the proposed changes introduce a new “southern terrace”, a benched area around the edge of the playing
fields. This terrace will have a minimum width of 18m and a minimum length of 35m, thus creating a linear feature
alongside and around the lower playing fields. This has a number of benefits:


Provides an additional level between the lowest part of the riu and the upper town centre level, thus reducing
the vertical distance from the very top to the very bottom by introducing an “intermediary” level.



Creates an additional walking route for people moving between the town centre and the housing within the riu
without the need to walk across the playing fields. Rather a gentler route will be provided for this lower section
of the route.



Provides an elevated walkway around the playing fields, thus providing an element of “prospect” over the
pitches which is most useful and advantageous for watching sport (as opposed to being right at pitch level).

Setting a minimum average RL for the sportsfields also ensures that the vertical distance between the upper and lower
levels is not too great, whilst allowing and recognising that roads, wetlands and landscape features may be at a slightly
different RL to the playing fields themselves.

2.

Change to the maximum building heights, namely:

An increase in maximum building height along Mt Eden Road for the northern and central blocks (excluding the
SHA) of effectively four levels to five levels, and the southern block from effectively five levels to six levels.
Similarly, the increase in the RL of the building immediately adjacent to the town centre (A02) from RL 93 to RL
98.5.
A change to the technique used to set heights – proposing a maximum RL for the building (as compared to
previously setting an RL for the building base and a height of the building on top of that base)
The maximum heights in the Unitary Plan version are shown in the plan immediately below, as compared to the
proposed new building heights which is then set out following:

Unitary Plan Building Heights (not to scale)

Proposed Building Heights (not to scale)

Assessment
The proposed changes to building heights arise from extensive negotiations between the parties which focussed on the
suitability of parts of the site for development. Recognising that commercial viability is an essential part of any
development proposal, as development has been lost from parts of the site (e.g. the Western playing fields), there has
been a need to ensure that sufficient development is still possible to allow the scheme to remain viable, and so areas
for additional height have been sought in suitable locations.
The principal changes to the height limit have been along Mt Eden Road and around the town centre, locations that
both make sense from an urban planning perspective.

The eastern side of Mt Eden Road has been zoned for Terrace Housing and Apartment Buildings (THAB) in the now
Operative Unitary Plan. This zone has a height limit of 16m – generally 5 storeys. The original planning provisions for
the western side of Mt Eden Road in the Three Kings Precinct was only 4 storeys, so it makes good urban planning
sense to allow for 5 storeys to match the height allowed on the eastern side of the street.
The one variation from this approach is to allow an additional storey (up to 6 storeys) at the southern end of the
precinct at the corner of Mt Eden Road and Grahame Breed Drive, but this also makes sense from an urban design
perspective. This site effectively forms the gateway to the development with a strong corner position on this
intersection. Providing a strong statement on this corner in the form of the tallest building component on Mt Eden Road
represents a common urban design technique.
The land to the south of Grahame Breed Drive is a reserve/playing fields, so will not be affected by a taller building to
its north in terms of loss of privacy or overlooking, whilst the zoning on the eastern side of Mt Eden Road allows for 5
storeys as described above. Consequently, a 6 storey building element on this prominent corner is considered to be a
positive move from an urban design perspective.
Similarly, allowing further height to the sites immediately adjacent to the town centre makes good urban planning
sense. The Unitary Plan allows for buildings up to 27m high in the town centre zone. Although the small site
immediately adjacent to the town centre zoning already allows for a building of 24.5m, the sites immediately to the
north (on the northern side of Grahame Breed Drive Extension) only currently allow for 16m. These proposed changes
advocate to increase this allowed height to 21.5m to recognise the location in such close proximity to the town centre,
and create a logical step down in heights from the town centre (27m), the Grahame Breed Drive Extension (south) site
(24.5m) to the Grahame Breed Drive Extension (north) site (21.5m). Given all the adjacent sites are zoned either town
centre or THAB, it is considered there are no significant effects of this increase in height in terms of overlooking,
privacy or shading.
The other minor change is how the maximum building heights are referred to. In the current Operative Plan, a figure is
used to set the building base and then a figure used to inform the height of the building. It is proposed to change this to
just one figure of the maximum height of the building – partly for simplicity but also to allow a degree of flexibility in the
height of the base of the building recognising that finished ground levels for these sites are still to be realised.

3.

Changes to the building controls, namely:

(i)

Concessionary height controls to allow architecturally designed roof forms and certain exemptions on
lift overruns and plant rooms;

(ii)

Road frontage setbacks on the top storey of buildings of five levels or more to manage perceived
building bulk viewed from the street;

Assessment
Notwithstanding the additional height proposed under the point assessed above, it is also recognised that the design of
the top/upper floors of buildings will have an impact on the overall look and feel of the development, particularly as
these buildings will be seen from above (especially from the upper slopes of Big King). Rigid height controls (a simple
maximum height) can have the effect of creating flat roofed buildings with little interest in the skyline and roof profile of
the building. It is far better to allow for a concessionary height control to allow for greater design variation in the roof
form which can also have the effect of screening roof top plant and lift overruns.
Similarly, again notwithstanding the argument for additional height along Mt Eden Road and Grahame Breed Drive, a
better urban design outcome is often achieved by setting the top storey of the building back from the main face of the
building, to provide a softer edge to the top profile of the building and thus create a better interface with the street. This
is a common urban design technique in urban areas. This is not to say that 5 storeys is too high – but the setting back
of the upper-most floor simply helps to avoid any canyon type effect by the buildings on the street and creates a
smoother transition to the top of the building against the sky.

4.

Additional assessment criteria relating to cascading apartments and other buildings, namely:
Building setback at upper levels.
(a) Any cascading apartment building shall comply with the floor level and setback controls outlined below:
(i)

For cascading apartments fronting Mt Eden Road, the upper floors shall be setback at least 4m
on the western side of the building. This setback shall be no more than one floor level above or
below Mt Eden Road level.

(ii)

For cascading apartments fronting Grahame Breed Drive and its extension, the upper floors
shall be setback at least 4m on the northern side of any building fronting Grahame Breed Drive
and the north eastern side of any building fronting Grahame Breed Drive Extension. This
setback shall be no more than one floor level above or below Grahame Breed Drive level

(iii)

For all cascading apartments of 5 or more levels fronting and above Mt Eden Road, Grahame
Breed Drive and Grahame Breed Drive Extension and Kimiora St, the top floor level shall be
setback 2m from the building façade which faces the street. This shall be measured from either
the ground or first level of the building at the respective street on that frontage. Where the
building adjoins two streets, the rule shall only apply to the primary street.
Cascading apartments: Building Height modification
(i)

To allow for architectural features and variation in roof form, cascading apartments may exceed
the heights shown on Three Kings: Precinct Plan 5 2 by up to 2m as a restricted discretionary
activity.

(ii)

For the purpose of calculating maximum building height, lift overruns and plant rooms up to 2.5m
high (where such overruns do no cumulatively occupy more than 10% of the area of the roof to
the storey immediately below) are excluded. This exemption for lift overruns is inclusive of and
not additional to the extra height in control in (i) above.

(iii)

Any development which exceeds the height controls and does not meet the requirements of (i)
and (ii) above is a non-complying activity.

Assessment
A large proportion of the buildings in this precinct will be in the form of “cascading apartments” lining the perimeter of
the riu and effectively creating a transition between the lower levels of the riu and the upper rim of the former quarry. It
is important from a design perspective to ensure these buildings are designed sensitively, in particular avoiding the
feeling of creating a tall perimeter wall of buildings around the former quarry edge. In this regard, it represents a good
design move to ensure that there is a “step” in the face of the buildings to ensure that the apartments do not rise up to
their maximum height from their base on the riu all the way to the top of the building. These additional controls require
the upper floors of the building to step back at (or within one floor) the Mt Eden Road or Grahame Breed Drive (and
Extension) level, thus effectively creating the impression of a lower podium component, and a separate upper element
to the building.
The second topic outlined above with respect to building height modifications (to allow for architectural features or lift
overruns) has already been discussed in the previous section of this report.

Conclusion
Having assessed the proposed changes to the planning provisions for the Three Kings Precinct, we can conclude that
from an urban design perspective, the changes proposed from both an individual and cumulative aspect represent
good urban design practice and will assist in achieving the high quality planning and urban design outcomes for this
project. Whilst a great effort went in to the original Planning Provisions for this precinct that now form the Operative
Unitary Plan, it is recognised that these additional changes will further enhance the ability to control and guide good
urban design outcomes.

Yours faithfully
Jasmax

Alistair Ray
Principal - Head of Urban Design
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a. Symonds Street
PO Bo:r.5811 Welesley Street
Auddand 1141 New Zealand
T: +64 9379 7822 F:+649a»3540

10July2017

-.matshallday.oom

Fletcher Residential ltd
Private Bag99922
Newmarket
Auckland 1149

Attention: liamSinden
Dearliam,
THREE KINGS PLAN CHANGE - VIBRAnONSTATEMENT
MarshallDayAcoustics {MDA} has been ereaged by Fletcher Residentialltd (Aetcher} to review the vibration
criteria containedinthe draft proposed Public Plan Change (SeaKln 1333of the Auddand Unitary Plan 
Operative inpan (AUP-QP)) and comment on them in the comext of the other vibration controls in the AUP

OP.
Villration Rules

We have reviewed Draft 23 of the proposed plan change, which contains the foliowllgvibration criteria:
"'1333.6.14.Noise and Vibration
Thedevelopment and activity shall comply with:

(b} TheGerman Industrial Standard for construction vibration DIN 41 3 (1999}. This isin
substitution far rule £25.6.27.
Vibration Thresholdsfor Strucwrol Damage,PPV (mm/s}

Long· Term

Shon Term
4

Type of Struaure

At Foundation

Uppermost

Uppermost

Floor

Floor

AJJ

All

Frequencies

Frequencies

20 ro40

50to100
Hz
40to SO

40

10

Sto 1S

1S to 20

15

5

Oto10
Hz

JO to 50

Commerciol/lndusrriol

20

Residential

5

Hz

For thepurposes of this rule:
(i) Therequired measurements shall be taken at residential and business zoned land outside
the Prednct Plan area;
(ii} Blasting events arelimited to 3per day (note: a blasting event includes multiple charges)
(Ui) Blasting events arelimited to the hours berween 9om and Spm IV/onday toSaturday.it

We can confinn that the values in thistable are identical to those referenced by AUP<>P Rule E25.6.30,
which states:
T1is dxooent may not be rego<ked in fiJIor-.part without the written consentof Marshall cayAcoustic:s Lirrited
t\1065\2017\20170674\01 Documents Otl\l.t 00120170674jaw 3 Kircs planchange vibration.ctxx
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"(1} Construction and demolition acrivfties mustbe controlled to ensure any resulting
vibration does not exceed:
(b) Thelimits set out in German Industrial Standard DIN 415D-3 (1999} :Structural
vibration - Part 3 Effects of vibration on structures when meas ured in
accordance wfth that Standard on any structure not on the same site;..."
DIN415(}-3 :1999contains two tables of criteria,which have been combined l'lto oneinthe proposed plan
change rule.Therefore, the two rules are equivalent intheir proteaKln of blilt structures fromcosmetic
damage.
We note that the AUP-QP has a separate rule for blasting noise (E25.6.31) and that this does not include
vibration controls. This may be an oversight i.e.it could be interpreted as there beingno vibration controls
for blasting.however we consider it pragmatic to apply the 01N415(}-3 :1999Standard in any case.
Proposed activities
We understand that the primaryvibration-inducing activity duringconstructKln of the development w'ill be
blasting, which is needed to shape the rock walls inthe southastern quadrant of the site.
Blastingisa highly effective rock extraction tedlnique whdl is 11many cases preferable to other methods
(such as rock breaking) because of the relatively short duration of effects. Blasting engineers use
sophisticated modellingand sequenOOg methods to tailorblastingprogrammes to the particular noise and
vibration constraints posed by each projea.
When the site was an active quarry, blastingwould have been commonplace. We understand thiswas well
managed by quarry management plans (we have reviewed the February 2012version} and a similar
approach should be taken movingforward.
We consider that with the development and irtl)lementation of a construc.tJon noise and vibration
managementplan (Cf>NMP) or similar document (with input from the blastingcontractor), to quantify arfoj
risk, identify potentially affected receivers and to set out communication andmanagement strategies to deal
with any effeas, the blastingactivities can be undertaken withlittle impact on the neighbours.
We trust this I'!formation issatisfactory. tfyou have anyfurther questions please do not hesitate to contaa

us.
Yours faithfully

MARSHALl DAY ACOUSTICS LTD

James Whitlock
Acoustician

t\1065\2017\20170674\01 Documents Otl\l.t 00120170674jaw 3Kircsplanchange 'llil:ration.doot
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Stormwater report by Pattle Delamore
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6 Ju ly 2017
Liam Sin den
Fletcher R esidemial ltd
Private Bag 92114

AUCKLAND 1142

Oear liam

THREE KINGS PRECINCT, PLAN CHANGE REQUEST BY FRL, THREE KINGS UNITED AND SOUTH
EPSOM PLANNING GROUP, STORMWATfRASSESSMENT
1.0 Introduction
This lener presents an assessm ent of the merits,in regards to storm water,of the change being sought to
the Aucklan d Unitarv Plan (AU P) by Auckland Council at the requ est of the a.bove panies.

2.0

Objectives and Scope

I n order t o suppon the plan change application this lener:
:::-

ou tlines th e storm water ch anges within th e proposed plan ch ange;
analysesth e merits of the proposed change from a stormwater perspective;and
provides an a.nalysis in terms of section 32A of the RMA

3.0 Existing AUP Stormwater Concepts
The stormwater concepts related to the AUP are as follows:
:- Surface water catchmentsfor the developed site are shown in Figu re 1333.10.4. In broad terms
there are three catch ments: Catchment A con ta ins the south em external areas,Grah ame Breed
Drive a.nd the apartments to the sou th-west,Catchm ent B con ta ins th e apartmen ts a.rou nd the
sporu fiekls and Cat chmen t C encom passes the northern developm ent areas. Some areas
extern al to the pla.n change area contribute surface water flows.
:- Three primarv con stru cted stormwater storage areasare provided f:
above grou nd on th e central sports fields. The spons T.elds'storage will flood above ground
on ly during events greater tha.n the 10 year AR I rainfall event;
un derground storage beneath and adj acent to the spons fields; a.n d
un derground storage adj acent to the eastern wetla.nd chann el.
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:-

Soakage is provided by:
discontinuous soa.kage trenches aroundthe perimeter of the site withinthe riu;

a large soakage/storage basin on the westem reserve playing fields;and
two soa.kage trenches beside Grahame Breed Drive inthe south-west.
:-

Storm water treatment is provid ed by:
Sedimentationbasins (actingas a sediment forebay to the wetland),a wetla.nd channelon the
eastern side of th e riu,and a wedand cell on th e west,swales,tree pits a.n d rain -gardens.

:- Storm water conveyance is provided by:
A reticulated netwod: to convey stormwater from th e central pan of the development
towards the east into the wetland channel and the flood storage areas in the sou th. A culven
is aUowed forto convey flows from wetland under th e road into th e sporu fields flood
storage.
Storm water flows ente,ring the riu from the off--site catchm ents are collected via the
reticulation or overland flow path s within the developmen t. Overland flow from th e
catch ment south of the site (the sou thern pan of Sm allfield Avenue) drain to a soakage tre,n ch
in th e western reserve spons T.elds. Runoff from the car pa.rk at Th ree Kings Plaza and the
upper pan of Grah am e Breed Drive is piped to a soa.kage trench alongside Graham e Bre,ed
Drive Extension. Flows from the lower pans of Grah ame Bre,ed Drive go to the wedand in the
Koru landscaping area. Run off from a ponion of Big King Reserve,to the nonh west of the
site,will be conveyed to Catchment C,as well asa sm alle,r ponion to the spons fields.

4.0

Proposed Stormwater Changes

The proposed plan change stonn wate,r con cepts diff er on ly i.n detail from those in the AU P;th e basic
storm water management philosophy and performa.n ce requ irements are unchanged. The m ain changes
are:
:-

:-

Surface water catchmentsA a.n d B are am algam ated to the extent that runoff from the weste,rn
areas th at previooslywasrouted to soakage on th e western reserve playing fields is n ow proposed
t o be routed to th e m ain soa.kage trench i.n th e riu. The soakage/storage basin in the weste,rn
reserve playing fields and the wetla nd in th e Koru are re,m oved. Runoff from catchm ent A sou th
of Grahame Breed Drive is still m anaged by soakage alongside the road. The nonhero catchme,nt
(catchm ent C) remains substantially un altered and h as conveyan ce enhanced by the proposed
cha.nge in su rf ace topography that now gradesto the nonh .
Storm water storage:
Above ground storage to cope with excess volumes from e,vents greate,r th an the 10 year ARI
is retain ed in the area of th e sporu fields.
Below groun d storage isretained in a tre,n ch around the easte,rn a.nd south em peri.m ete,r of
th e riu. The trench volume w ill be increased to han dle flows from catchment A but is not
increased in footprint size du e to the addition al 3 m of storage height available from the
raised ground level in the riu. The pe,rformance stand a.rds for the trench {soak age rate,
10 year storage capacity,etc) are u nchanged.

.
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:-

Soakage is consolidated to th e n orthern,eastern and south ern peri.m eter ofthe riu to captu re the
highfy favourable groond permeability conditions found inthese areas.

:-

Storm water conveyance a.n d treatment are largety u nchanged and will retv on the same su ite of
componen ts {rain ga.rdens,tree pits,swales,pipe reticulation,etc) as currently provided for.

5.0 Assessment of Merits
The proposed changes to the stormwater provisions of th e pla.n a.lthough minor in ove,rall concept will lead
to enhanced stonnwater management and reduced risk. Keyis the increase nverticalstorage avala ble

within th e un derground storage trench that is facilita t ed by the raised ground le-vel in the riu. The
addition al vertical space betwe-en the water table a.nd the ground surf ace provides more robu stness to the
operation of th e storage/soakage trench through increased driving head f«soa.kage,increased
longitu dinal gradient along th e trench to anow more ra pid equalisation of wate-r level in all sections and
h igher tolera n ce for exceptionally high wat er ta ble Sevels during extreme storm e-vents.
Wh ile consolidation of the soakage facilities into th e single trench around the north ern,eastern a.n d
southern peri.m eter of th e riu m ay conceptually narrow the reliance of the soa.kage syste-m to a single unit,
the soakage investigation s undertaken since th e AUP h as become ope-rative h ave shown that this isthe
best option. Soakage along the western perimeter of the riu is lower than elsewhere and he-n ce,would
n ot h ave provid ed m ean ingf u l diversification to the overall soa.kage system.The weste-rn playing fields
remain un tested for soakage a.n d unproven as a legitim ate soakage option;there-fore the proposed syste-m
conce-pt h as made no provision for soakage i.n this area.
The-refore,the proposed changes to th e storm water provisions in th e pla.n change are expected to lead to
improved outcomes for storm water management.

6.0

Section 32A Assessment

The proposed stormwater man ageme-nt changes are considered to be the most appropriate means of
respond ing to the proposed changesto the precinct masterpla.n . The proposed min «ch anges to th e
arrangeme-n t of the soakage/storage facilities,although n ot m ate-rial in conce-pt,ma.ke th e most of the
kn own favourable characteristics of the groun d con ditions. This will lead to a stonnwate-r system that has
increased eff ectiveness and resilience. ln addition,by grad ing the topography of catchment Ctowards the
n onh,the des n simplicity,constructability,and ease of maintenan ce will be enhanced thereby leading to
a m ore efficie-nt overall stormwater solution.
Most of the changesto the stormwater syste-m will occur below ground and th erefore will have no bearing
on th e social and economic activities within the precinct. Further,the changes are ne-u tra l in t erms of
cultura l and environm ental factors due to the stormwater treatment,conve-yance,storage and soakage
conce-pts re-m ain ing aspe-r the existing AUP provisio n s.
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7.0 Limitations
This report has been prepared by Pattie Oelamore Partners Limited (PDP) on the basis of information

provided by Fletcher Residential ltd and others. POP hasnot inde.pende.nttv verified the provided
information a.ncl has relied upon itbeing accurate and sufficient for use by POP in preparing the report.
POP accepts n o respons bility for errors or omiss ons in,or the currency or sufficiency of,the provided
information.

This report has been prepared by POP on the specif i.c instructions of Fletcher Residential ltd for the limited
purposes described in the report. POP accepts no liability if the report isused for a drfferen t purpose or jf
it is used or relied on by any other perso n . Arrv su ch use or relian ce will be soletv at their own risk.

Yours faithfully

PATILE DELAMORE PARTN ERS UMITED

Director
Copy to:

Sarah Nairn,Tatico
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Bi!Beca
Tattico ltd
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7 July 2017

PO Box 91562
Allckland 1142
New Zealand

Attention: John Duthie
Dear John

Three Kings Precinct:Transport Planning Review of Plan Change Provis ons
Fletcher Living has requested that Beca ltd (Beta) CMY out a re-,iew of the proposed plan change
provisions for the TIYee Kings Precinct Auckland Unitary Plan (AUP) plancllange request. Our review has
regard to transport planning and traffic engineeringmattersandin particular whether the proposed
amendments to the AUPwilhave any effect on the conclusions reached inthe Integrated Transport
Assessment (ITA) report (September 2014) prepared
in regard to this development at the time ol the original
plan modification application.

The findilgs of Oll" review are set out nthis letter.

1

Ch3nges of Note

We have re\1ev.'edthe proposed plan change provisions (Draft 22)and the operative AUP provisions to
identify changes of note with regard to transport plann ng matters.

1.1

Section 1333.1Precinct description

Subsection (1) revises the lower evel of dwellings n tile precinct to 900 (from 1,200).On this matter Inote
that traffic generation estimates in tile ITA were basedonthe upper levelof potentialdevelopment (1,500),
which has not changed.

Subsection (2) ncludes a new sentence in regard to the western playingfields which will have "improved

connections to the wesr'.Iassume this means pedestrian and cyclist connections and not veh cular
connections.It may be worth clarif;1.ng this point by add:ng •pectestrian and cyclisr' to this sentence .
Subsection (9)also refers to "improved connections to Smallfield and Fyvie Avenues" which as above I
assume to mean pedestrian and cyclist connections.Add ng•pectestrian and cyclisr' to this sentence would
be beneficial.

1.2

Section 1333.2 Objectives

There are no changes in this section relevant to transport planning I traffic engineering matters.

1.3

Section 1333.3 Policies

Subsection (3) n regard to the finished contours of theland incorporates the sentence "improved connectivity
between the redeveloped precinct area and surroundingland uses•.It should be considered that in general
there wilimproved connectivity tolfrom tile site via the formalaccess routes,but not a land contours will

Owliltt361
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provide for connectivity due to the gradient of tile slope in places.Inserting 'Via identified access routes•after
improved connectivity coiJd be beneficialin this regard.
Subsection (11) revises point (a) to "an east-west route through to Mt Eden Road, ncluding western wa king
and cycling connections to Smallfield Avenue". Iassume that the entire east-west route referred to is for
walking and cyclng and the eastern connection to Mt Eden Road is via the sta rsopposite Kingsway.It may
beneficialto clarify this point,e.g."an east-west walking and cycling route from Mt Eden Road via tile stairs
opposite Kingsway to SmallfieldAvenue via a path throughthe Western Fields".
Subsection (11) point (d)"aninternalroad pattern in tile Riu that runs approximately north-south and east
west Iassume this refers to the public road network and oot private lanes and driveways.It may be worth
considering that the curved perimeter roadin tile R
iuisnot algned north-south I east -west The alignment
of this road is however shown on Precinct Plan 1.whichrequires the road to be constructed generally as
shov.n,Iconsider tnere to be sufficient clarity in this regard.
Subsection (14) replaces reference to •a high quality shared space on the sectionof Grallame Breed Drive
extension bet\\een tile Plaza and tile Town Ceoo-e•with "Design the section of Grahame Breed Drive
extension bet\\een tile Plaza and towncentre as a slow speed environment".A slow speed environment v. ll
provide a safe faciity fO< pedestrians and cyclists and the desigl will need to be approved by Auckland
Transport as part of tile consent process,whichshould ensure an appropriate design standard.
Subsection (26) has been added as a polcy to "Provide transport networtt infrastructure v.fl ch provides
walking.cyclng,androading networks wtich connect to the town centre,residential communities,key pWiic
open spaces and public transporf'.This brings togetner the transport requ rementsinto a single policy wh ch
is beneficial.

1.4

Act vity Table

There are no changes in this section relevant to transport planning I traffic engineering matters.

1.5

Notification

There are no changes in this section relevant to transport plann ngI traffic eng neering matters.

1.6

Standards

Section 1333
.6.1GeneralStandards subsections (1) and(2) have been updated toinclude the activity status
of exceeding the upper tevelof development across tile site (1) andin the Riu (2). Development in excess of
1,500 dweltings across the site is non-complying and this accords with the upper tevelof development
assessed in the ITA.Development nexcess of 400 dweltingsin the Riuis a discretionary acti'yfty which also
accords with the level assessed in the ITA. Development beyond400 dweltingsinthe Riu would be
considered against,among otllers,the matters of discretion for Transport wh chinclude
e effect on the
safe andefficient functioning of tile surrounding road network from the expected traffic generated by the
activity".As such any development beyond 400 dwellings in the Riuwoukl need to be assessed via a new
ITA to ensure tile effects are acceptable.this is a robust approach.
Section 1333
.6.9 point (2) states that the "primary roads shall be locatedingeneralaccordance with the
location shown on Precinct Plan 1.The detailedlocation of ndicative roads is subject to assessment criteria
in 1333.8.1•.Precinct Plan 1provides a good indication of tile alignment of tile primay road network (Bush
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Road,Grallame Breed Drive Extension and tile Perimeter Road). Iconsider this to be adequate to guKfe the
development of tnese roads.
Point (3) in this section states that the 'slow speed envirorwnenf shownon Precinct Plan 1shallbe formed to
create "part of a high amenity area providing slow speed vehicle access,cycleways and pedestrian movements...From a transport planning perspective,the term'cycleway' would refer to separated cycle
faciities, .e.dedicated off road pathsI shared paths,which are not proposedin this k>cation.H may be useful
to revise this sentence to •slow speed vehicle access,cycle and pedestrian movements" .
Section 1333
.6.11 Parl<ing Standards has two additionalsub-points (f) and (g)regard ng parking for the
Whare Manaaki(f) and veh cle access for dwellings facing the externalroad network (g).The parking
requirement for the Whare Manaakiis appropriate and the veh cle access standard accords with the access
approach used i1traffic mrxlelling undertaken as part of the ITA.

1.7

Assessment - controlled activities

There are no changes in this section relevant to transport planning I traffic engineering matters.

1.8

Assessment - restricted discretionary activities

Section 1333
.8.1subsection (4) Subdivisioninclud ng road ngand associated earthworks andinfrastructure
llas an additionalpoiN(d) which states "the manner inwhich the subdivision provides for tile transport
linkages includingwalkways and cycleways as shown on Precinct Plan 1•.The wa kways and cycleways in
Precinct Plan 1are generally consistent with the pedestrian and cycle connections planin the ITA. Only the
connection from Bush Rood to the Maunga is removedwhich is considered acceptable as there is an
altemative path via the Western Ftelds.
Subsection (12) sub-point (b) n this section has had "and enco age Riu residents to use Bush Road• added
to the first sentence.It islikely that residentslivingin tile R
iuwill use Bush Rood for most vehicle trips as this
will be the shortest route to and from tile Riu when travell ng north (towardAuckland CBO). Signage may be
one meas11e me developer could take to furtller'encourage•this.

1.9

Special Information

There are no changes in this section relevant to transport planning I traffic engineering matters.

1.10 Precinct Plans
The Precinct Plansshow the transport features as assessed in the ITA apart fromthe Bush Road to Maunga
indicative walkway I cycleway as noted above.

2

Possible Impacts on ITA Findings

Inregard to transport effects of the development the key matters to consider would be;total number of
dwellings,road network (access routes and design of road nginfrastructure),parking supply,provision of
walking and cyclngfacilities and access to public transport None of the changes identifiedin the previous
chapter would have a notable effect on any of these measures,and as such,the findings of the ITA in terms
of transportation effect and necessay mitigation remain vafid.
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3

Conclusion

Our review of the proposed planchange provisions llas found that tile proposed changes do not present any
substantialissues from a transport plann ng per-...pective.There are a mrnber of minor contextualmatters
that could be clarified toimprove understanding of tile provisions but tnese changes would be beneficial
rather than essential. None of tile changes made to tile provisions in Draft 22 present significant changes or
issues to consider further from a transport plam
ing perspective .The changes made to the provisions will not
change the findings of the ITA tnat concluded any transport effects of this development to be appropriately
mitigated or acceptable.
Please feelfree to contact me should you require any additionalinformation.

YoiSS sincerely

Craig Richards
Associate -Transport Advisory
Beca Limited
owct o at •64 1 :.11 ss s
ill :ct.)'g.fi
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